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PROPOSITIONS

Aerobic sludge in the endogenousphase of respiration uses oxygen at a uniform rate
over a relatively long period, only if this long period is related to minutes.
Ros, M. (1993). Respiromelry ofactivatedsludge.Technomic Publishing Co. Inc., Pennsylvania, USA.

"Biological systems are not simplified representations of the conception of the
biologist, eventhoughcurrenttrendsinagriculturemight seemtobemovingthatway.
Therefore, itmaybethattheapproachthathasbeensosuccessful intechnology isnot
as useful in biology." It is always important to remember that biological wastewater
treatment is more biology than technology.
de Wit, C.T. (1993). Philosophy and terminology. In On systemsanalysisand simulationofecological
processes.Leffellar, P.A. (ed.). Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, The Netherlands.

In an activated sludge system with biological phosphorus removal, only the fraction
of phosphorus accumulating organismsthatpassesthrough an anaerobic environment
can be modelled by the equations proposed by Gujer et al.(1994).
Gujer, W„ Henze, M., Mino, T., Matsuo, T., Wentzel, M.C. and Marais, G.v.R. (1994). The Activated
Sludge Model No. 2: biological phosphorus removal. Proc. IAWQ SpecializedSeminar:Modellingand
ControlofActivatedSludgeProcesses. Copenhagen, Denmark, section 1.

4.

The background for modelling the endogenous respiration rate by an empirical
exponential equation is that the hydrolysis of slowly biodegradable matter can be
modelled as a first-order reaction.
Present thesis.

Working asetofdata from anexperiment whilewriting apaper improvesits intrinsic
qualitytoamaximum. Timehasadeteriorating effect onthedata'squality.Theactual
quality is the sum of both effects, although there is a tendency to not consider the
latter.
In looking at the propositions in PhD. theses in Dutch society, one can agree to the
relevance of the fable about the four blind men and the elephant.
The Panchatantra (c. 400 A.D.), translated by V.S.Naravane.

"..., has de poner los ojos en quien eres,procurando conocerte a ti mismo, que esel
mâs dificil conocimiento que puede imaginarse." All research should start with
ourselves.
Cervantes. Don Quijote de La Mancha.

A simplified model, if it has a comprehensive model as background, is a useful
instrument for monitoring complex wastewater treatment systems.
Present thesis.

9.

How far can we go with our selfishness?
ti

Why did the stream dry up?
I put a dam across it to have it for
my use, that is why the stream dried up.
We must try to understand our limits.
Rabindranath Tagore. Anxious Love, In The gardener.

10.

"Volkstuinen" canbe avery important factor in improving people's health. Not only
through the production of healthy vegetables, but also (and perhaps more so), by
decreasing stress.

11.

The use of bicycles demonstrates how equilibrated people are.

12.

To give amoreaccurate idea ofthework involved, "from the liquid phase"should be
added to biological phosphorus removal.

Abstract
Bernardes, R.S. (1996) Modelling Nutrient Removal in a Sequencing Batch Reactor with
Respirometry. Ph.D. Thesis, Wageningen Agricultural University, Wageningen, The
Netherlands. 173p.
The main objectives of the present thesis can be summarized as: i) the development and
validationofsimplified mathematicalmodelsfor activatedsludgeprocessesinanSBRtreating
real domestic wastewater; ii) the application of these simplified models for analysing the
respirometricresponseandfor obtaininginformation abouttheoxygenuptakeforthe different
processes;iii)theapplication ofthe monitored respirometric valuesfor modelcalibrationand
determination of parameter values,which areused topredict the processes inthe next cycle;
iv) the useof models astheoretical background for the development of control strategies for
plug-flow systems and for SBR; v) relating the basic time scale for the models to the short
term.
The starting points for the model development and simplification were: i) the Activated
Sludge Model No. 1, for carbon oxidation, nitrification and denitrification; and ii) the
Activated Sludge Model No. 2, for biological phosphorus removal .
Inthisstudyan SBRpilotplantwasusedandseenasamodelfor aplug-flow system. During
thetwoandahalfyearsofoperation,theplantunderwentthreedifferent technologicalphases.
The first phase began with the removal of organics and nitrification. Denitrification was
incorporated in the second phase. The last phase included biological phosphorus removal.
Inthefirstphase,twosimplified mathematicalactivated sludgemodelsarepresented.Thefirst
model givestheresponse oftherespiration rate inan SBRwith nitrification, the oxidationof
readilybiodegradablematter,andendogenousrespirationduringonecycle.Thismodelisused
topredicttherespirationrateduringacomplete SBRcycle.Forthis,itusesparameter values
calibrated duringthe previouscycle, somedefault valuesandinformation aboutthe ammonia
concentration intheinfluent. Theendogenousrespirationrateisdescribedwithanexponential
equation. The second model is used to predict the changes in nitrification capacity after a
change inthe loading rate and/or sludge wastage rate. For model calibration and validation,
an SBR pilot plant receiving domestic wastewater was operated for nine weeks.
In the second phase, a mathematical model is presented for the behaviour of the respiration
rate and nitrate removal in an SBR with nitrification, denitrification and carbon oxidation.
This model isbased onthe response ofthe respiration rate measured during nitrification and
carbonoxidationandthenitrateremovalrateduringthepost-denitrification period.Formodel
calibration andvalidation, anSBRpilotplantreceivingdomesticwastewaterwasoperated for
three months. The respiration rate was used to calibrate several parameters of the model.

In the third phase, a mathematical model for an activated sludge SBR with nitrification,
denitrification, carbon oxidation andphosphate removal ispresented. Thismodel isbased on

the response of the respiration rate measured during nitrification, carbon oxidation and
phosphate removal, together with the behaviour of phosphate and acetate asproposed in the
Activated Sludge Model No. 2. For model calibration and validation, an SBR pilot plant
receiving settled domestic wastewater plusacetic acid solution wasoperated forfivemonths.
In all the three phases the model for the respiration rate (r) in an SBR during one cycle,
including nitrification, oxidation ofreadily biodegradable matter, endogenousrespirationand
a fraction for the respiration rate for phosphorus uptake, gives a good simulation of the
measuredrespirationrate. Agoodpredictionofthetotaloxygenconsumptionanddistribution
during one cycle is found from a simulation, using parameters calculated from the previous
cycle together with the variables from the influent. Therefor this model can be used in
control strategies as long as it is used for a short time-scale. During long-term operation,
parameter variation is significant and too complex to be predicted. In the particular case of
nitrification capacity variation in an SBRduring long-term operation, themodel can explain
the variation trend but cannot explain the abrupt changes.
Simplified mathematical models for the activated sludge process on the bases of the
respirationratearevalidated. Onshort-timescale,themodelsgiveagoodresponseprediction
of the activated sludge process feed withwastewater. The models are good tools for control
strategies, however periodical parameter calibration is needed.

Samenvatting
De belangrijke doelstelling van het proefschrift is samente vatten als: i) het ontwikkelen en
valideren van vereenvoudigde wiskundige modellen voor actiefslibprocessen in een SBR
waarin echt huishoudelijk afvalwater behandeld wordt; ii) de toepassing van deze modellen
voorhetanalyserenvanderespirometrischresponsenvoorhetverkrijgen vaninformatie over
de zuurstof opname voor de verschillende processen; iii) de toepassing van de gemeten
respiratiesnelheden voor model calibratie en bepaling van parameters, die te gebruiken zijn
voor het voorspellen van de processen in de volgende cyclus; iv) het gebruik van modellen
alstheoretische basisvoorhetontwikkelenvanregel-enstuurstrategieën; v)hetrelaterenvan
de tijdschaal van het model tot de korte termijn.
Het startpunt van de modelontwikkeling en vereenvoudiging ligt in i) het Actief Slib Model
No 1,vooroxydatievanorganische stoffen, nitrificatie endenitrificatie; enii)hetActief Slib
Model No.2 voor biologische fosfaatverwijdering.
InditonderzoekiseenSBRsemi-praktijk installatiegebruikt entoegepastalseenmodelvoor
een propstroomreactor. De SBR is twee en halfjaar in gebruik geweest en gedurende die
periodezijn drieverschillendetechnologische fasesteonderkennen. Deeerstefase begonmet
de verwijdering van organische stoffen en nitrificatie. Denitrificatie werd geïncorporeerd
tijdens de tweede fase en in de laatste fase biologische fosfaatverwijdering.

Indeeerstefasezijntweevereenvoudigdeactiefslibmodellengepresenteerd.Heteerstemodel
geeft de respons van de respiratiesnelheid in een SBR met nitrificatie, oxydatie van snel
biodegradeerbare stoffen en endogene verademing tijdens een cyclus. Dit model wordt
gebruikt om de respiratiesnelheid gedurende een volledige SBR-cyclus te voorspellen.
Hiervoor worden parameter waarden gebruikt die gecalibreerd zijn gedurende de vorige
cyclus, een aantal default waarden en de ammonium concentratie in het influent. De
endogene verademing wordt beschreven met een exponentiële functie. Het tweede model
wordt gebruikt om de veranderingen in de nitrificatie capaciteit te beschrijven na een
verandering in de slibbelasting en/of spuislib snelheid. De SBR is in gebruik geweest
gedurende negen weken voor model calibratie en validatie.
In de tweede fase wordt een wiskundig model gepresenteerd voor het gedrag van de
respiratiesnelheid en nitraatverwijdering in een SBR met nitrificatie, denitrificatie en
organische stof oxydatie. Dit model is gebaseerd op de respons van de respiratiesnelheid
gemetentijdensnitrificatie enoxydatievanorganische stof endenitraatverwijdering snelheid
gedurende de post-denitrificatie periode. Voor modelcalibratie en validatie is een SBR
bedreven gedurende drie maanden. De respiratiesnelheid werd gebruikt om verschillende
parameters van het model te calibreren.
In de derde fase wordt een wiskundig model gepresenteerd voor een SBR met nitrificatie,
denitrificatie, oxydatievanorganische stof enfosfaatverwijdering. Ditmodel isgebaseerd op
de respons van de respiratiesnelheid gemeten tijdens nitrificatie, organische stof oxydatie en
fosfaatverwijdering samen met het gedrag van fosfaat en acetaat zoals voorgesteld in het
ActiefSlibModelNo.2.VoormodelcalibratieenvalidatieeenSBRgevoedmet huishoudelijk
afvalwater plus azijnzuur is in bedrijf geweest gedurende vijf maanden.
Inalledrie fasen geeft hetmodelvoorderespiratiesnelheid ineen SBRgedurende eencyclus
met nitrificatie, oxydatie van Snel Biodegradeerbare Stoffen, endogene verademing en een
fractie voor de respiratiesnelheid gedurende fosfaat opname, een goede beschrijving van de
gemeten respiratiesnelheid. Een goede voorspelling van het totale zuurstofverbruik en
verdeling gedurende een cyclus gevonden door parameters te gebruiken, die berekend zijn
gedurende de voorgaande cyclus samenmet gegevens over het afvalwater. Daarom kan het
model gebruikt worden in regel- en stuurstrategieën zolang er sprake is van een korte
tijdschaal.
Over een langere periode is de variatie in de parameters aanzienlijk en te complex om
voorspeld te worden. In het geval van veranderingen in de nitrificatiecapaciteit in een SBR
over een lange tijdsperiode kan het desbetreffende model de trend in de verandering
voorspellen, maar niet de plotselinge veranderingen.
In dit onderzoek zijn eenvoudige wiskundige modellen voor het actiefslib proces, waarin de
belangrijkste processen aan de hand van respiratiesnelheid gedurende een cyclus beschreven
zijn, gevalideerd. De modellen geven binnen een kort tijdbestek een goede voorspelling van
derespons van het actiefslib navoeding met afvalwater. Demodellen zijn goed bruikbaar in
stuur- en regelstrategieën, maar er moet wel regelmatig parameter calibratie plaatsvinden.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL
INTRODUCTION

1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Wastewater collected from cities and towns must ultimately be returned to receiving waters
ortotheland.Determiningwhichcontaminants inwastewatersneedtoberemovedtoprotect
the environment is an increasingly complex issue, as the composition of wastewater has
become more complex. The impracticality of finding sufficient areas for the disposal of
untreated wastewater, particularly for large cities, has led to the adoption of more intensive
methodsoftreatment. Theearlyconceptofphysicalremovalof suspended solidsastreatment
has progressively incorporated biological processes to comply with stricter effluent quality
standards. Inthisevolution, thebiological nutrient removal step,togetherwithconcern about
energy consumption, has led to the idea of process control.

Plant design is an important requisite for effective wastewater treatment. Later on, control
plays acritical role intheplant's performance. For design and control, a good knowledgeof
the related treatment processes are essential. Along with other approaches, mathematical
models have been successfully used to characterize thepresent knowledge about wastewater
treatment plants. For understanding treatment processes, there is a tendency to include as
much knowledge as possible in these models. For a control strategy, however, the models
should beassimpleaspossible.Thequestion is:Towhat extentcanthemodelsbe simplified
and, in combination with a measuring system, still give a good prediction of the behaviour
of the relevant variables over the short and long term?

Onewastewatertreatment systemistheSequencingBatchReactor(SBR),anactivated sludge
processwhichcan include carbon, nitrogen andphosphorus removal;eachoftheseprocesses
having its own particular design and operation. To describe the plant with a mathematical
model,therefore, itiscrucial thatthedescription ofthedifferent processesbecombined. One
factor common to all three processes is the use of oxygen by the microorganisms, which
results in a measurable rate of oxygen uptake. Analysis of the oxygen consumption by the
microorganisms involved in the wastewater oxidation is called respirometry. In addition to
normal analysis, respirometry is also used to obtain information about the processes.

The essence of the present thesis isthe development and validation of mathematical models
for the activated sludge process in an SBRtreating real domestic wastewater. The simplified
model for the SBR is used to analyse the respirometric response and to provide information
about the oxygen uptake for the different processes. The monitored respirometric values are
alsoused for calibration and determination ofparameter values,whichareusedtopredict the
processesinthe next cycle.These models should beframed in suchawayasto represent the
scientific background for theprocesses' understanding and they should be ableto be used as
thetheoretical background for the development of control strategies.Althoughthe basictime
scalefor themodelsisrelatedtoashort-termprocess,theprocessbehaviour during long-term
operation is also evaluated.

To shed more light onthe scopeof the study, four items are discussed: i) biological nutrient
removal, ii) Sequencing Batch Reactor, iii) modelling and iv) respirometry.

1.1 BIOLOGICAL NUTRIENT REMOVAL

During the biological degradation of carbon, a fraction of the nutrients present in the
wastewater is used by the microorganisms. Because of this, even treatment plants designed
to remove only organic carbon can achieve some nutrient removal (Stensel and Barnard,
1992).However,theconcentration ofnitrogenandphosphorusintheeffluent of suchsystems
isconsiderably high,creatingconditions for eutrophication.Eutrophication isthe enrichment
of the aquatic environment with nutrients, which is a prerequisite for the blooming of algae
and other photosynthetic organisms (Vinçonneau et al, 1985;Yeoman et al, 1988).

1.1.1 BIOLOGICAL NITROGEN REMOVAL

Nitrogen can be biologically removed intwo stages.First, ammonia isoxidized to nitrate,in
a process known as nitrification. In the second stage,denitrification occurs, wherenitrate is
reduced to nitrogen gas.

Nitrification iscarried outby autotrophic organisms in atwo-stepprocess.First, ammonia is
convertedtonitrite,mostlybythegroupofNitrosomonas. Then,nitriteisconvertedtonitrate
by the group of Citrobacter. The general equations for both processes are:

2 NHl + 3 O,

2 N02 + 2 H20 + 4 H* + energy
Nitrosomonas

2 NOi + O,

2 N03 + energy
Mrroèacter

Based onthe above,theoxygenrequired for completeoxidationof ammonia is4.57 g0 2 per
gN oxidized, with 3.43 gfor the nitriteproduction from ammonia and 1.14 g for the nitrate
production from nitrite.

In active nitrifying systems, the nitrite concentration is usually very low compared to the
ammonium concentration, dueto the higher nitrite oxidation rates byCitrobactercompared
to the ammonia oxidation rates by Nitrosomonas. Thus, the kinetics are usually based on
ammonia-nitrogen utilizationratesortheactivity oftheNitrosomonasbacteria.Insomecases
however, nitrite accumulation hasbeenobserved, indicating distinctratesfor thetwo stepsin
the overall nitrification (Gee et al, 1990).

The values for the maximum specific growth rate of nitrifiers are affected by temperature.
Several authors have presented models for the maximum specific growth rate as a function
of temperature, with a wide range of variation at single temperature, indicating that other
factors may have aneffect onthe growthrate (Antoniou etal, 1990;Barnard, 1975;Beccari
etal, 1979;Downing etal, 1964;LawrenceandBrown, 1976;Painter and Loveless, 1983).
These factors could include reactor mixing intensity, activated sludge floe size, pH and
dissolved oxygen level.

There is aconsensusthat pH hasaneffect onthe maximum specific growth rateof nitrifiers,
although there is some discussion about the ranges of pH where positive or negative effects

occur. There issomeindication however,that littleeffect isobserved atpHchanges between
7.2 and 8 (Dold et al, 1980;Downing etal, 1964).

Theeffect ofdissolved oxygenconcentration ontherateofnitrification hasbeen investigated
by several researchers using both pure and mixed cultures and cultures found in wastewater
treatment systems.In areviewpaper, Stenstrom andPoduska(1980)statethatthe maximum
growth rate of both nitrification reactions are reported to be affected by a dissolved oxygen
concentation from above the range of 0.3 mg/1 to as high as 4.0 mg/1. Some instances have
been reported where a dissolved oxygen concentation in excess of 4.0 mg/1is required to
achieve a maximum nitrification rate, while other investigators have found that only 0.5 to
1.0 mg/1 is required. Stenstrom and Poduska conclude that the lowest dissolved oxygen
concentration at which nitrification can occur appears to be approximately 0.3 mg/1. The
effect of the dissolved oxygen concentration ismodelled asa Monod-function with 0.5 mg/1
as a typical value for the half-saturation coefficient (Henze et al, 1987).

Denitrification inbiological systemsiscoupledtotherespirating electronchain and involves
the reduction of nitrate to nitrogen.
N03_ - N02_ - NO - N20 - N2

Denitrification is considered an anoxic process, occurring in the absence of oxygen, and
requiring an organic or inorganic electron donor (Klapwijk, 1978).Denitrification is carried
out by a wide group of bacteria, both heterotrophic and autotrophic. From the heterotrophic
group, some identified bacteria are:Achromobacter, Bacillus,Brevibacterium, Enterobacter,
Lactobacillus,Micrococcus, Paracalobactrum, Pseudomonas and Spirillum(Payne, 1981).
6

Theeffect of dissolvedoxygenasdenitrification inhibitor hasbeenobservedatconcentrations
around 0.2 mg/1(Dawson and Murphy, 1972). Denitrification reactions produce alkalinity,
resulting inan elevation of thepH level.No significant influence ondenitrification rates for
pH levels between 7.0 and 8.0 have been reported (Dawson and Murphy, 1973).
Denitrification kinetics are influenced bythe type of substrate used aselectron donor. These
substrates canbe grouped asreadily biodegradable matter, resulting inhighrates,and slowly
biodegradable matter which results in low rates (Haandel et al., 1981).

1.1.2 BIOLOGICAL PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL

Biological wastewater treatments achieve some phosphorus removal through the use of
phosphorus for cell synthesis. Phosphate can also be taken up in excess of what is strictly
needed for growth and stored intracellularly as polyphosphate.

Biological phosphorus removal is carried out by a group of aerobic microorganisms called
phosphorus accumulating organisms (PAOs), of which some species are:Acinetobacter,
Aeromonas, Arthrobacter, Escherichia coli, Klebsiella, Microthrix, Moraxella, Proteus,
PseudomonasandXantobacter(Appeldoorn, 1993).Theenrichment ofactivated sludgewith
PAOsrequiresalternatingaerobicandanaerobiccycles.Uptonow,severaltheorieshavebeen
developed to explain the phenomena of biological phosphorus removal, the most accepted
beingthat inan anaerobic environment these organisms,using fermentation products suchas
acetate, store poly-ß-hydroxyalkanoates (PHA) and release phosphate to have energy. In a
subsequent aerobic environment, they use the stored PHA for the uptake and storage of

phosphate (Comeau étal, 1986).

One important inhibition factor inthe biological phosphorus removal process isthepresence
of nitrate. Nitrate inhibits the release of phosphate during the anaerobic period and,
consequently, inhibits the phosphate uptake during the aerobic period (Hascoet et al, 1984;
Wentzel et al, 1984). Although inhibition can be explained by the competition for organic
carbon between denitrifiers and PAOs (Chiesa et al, 1987; Iwema and Meunier, 1984;
Mostertetal, 1988),otherexplanationshavebeengiven,suchasphosphateprecipitation due
to a change in pH and the high redox potential due to nitrate (Arvin, 1983;Peirano et al,
1983).

1.1.3 COMBINED PROCESS

The biological nutrient removal process has to combine nitrogen removal with phosphorus
removal. The main conditions for this combination can be summarized as follows.

Inanactivated sludgesystem,nitrification requiresanaerobicenvironment.Because nitrifiers
grow slowly, to ensure the presence of nitrifiers inthe active sludge, it is important that the
cellular detention timebelong enough. The growthrate ofnitrifiers isstrongly dependent on
temperature, indicating that at different temperatures, the cellular detention times should be
adjusted.

Denitrification requiresan anoxicenvironment and a carbon source.An anoxic environment
is achieved when all the dissolved oxygen is used up by the other aerobic heterotrophic
organisms present in the activated sludge. The carbon source can be either external or
endogenous.

Biological phosphorus removal requires both an anaerobic and aerobic ambience. The
activated sludge passes first through the anaerobic zone and then through the aerobic zone.
Because denitrifiers are a strong concurrent of PAOs,anoxic conditions cannot substitute for
anaerobic conditions.

1.2SEQUENCINGBATCHREACTOR

Inawastewatertreatmentsystem,reactorsarethephysicalunitsinwhichtransformations take
place.For biological treatment, areactor isthetank thatcontainsthebiomassresponsible for
thebiochemicaltransformation. Toobtaindifferent biochemical reactions,thereactorrequires
different inputs in order to create the proper conditions for the biomass, such as aeration,
mixing, the addition of chemicals, etc.

Theinfluent can be added tothe reactor continuously or intermittently. Areactor inthefirst
scenario is called a continuous reactor and in the second, a batch reactor. The hydraulic
characteristicsofacontinuous-flow reactorrangefrom plug-flow tocomplete-mix. Inabatch
reactor, the liquid contents are completely mixed (Metcalf & Eddy, 1991).

For the application of a batch reactor to the treatment of wastewater, the concept for the
Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR)wasdeveloped. Inthis concept, theactivated sludge settles
after the reaction, the effluent is drawn and new influent is added. The period between two
consecutive influent additions is called acycle. An SBR system maybe composed of one or
more tanks. In biological waste treatment, each tank in the system has five basic operating
modes or periods. Theseperiods are:FILL, REACT, SETTLE, DRAW and IDLE,in atime
sequence (Irvine and Busch, 1979). A more detailed discussion of each period is presented
by Irvine and Ketchum (1989).

During FILL, the influent wastewater is added to the biomass and the liquid volume in the
tank risesfrom the initial leveltothe maximum level.Different FILL strategies canbeused:

STATIC FILL (no mixing or aeration);
MIXED FILL (mixing without aeration);
AERATED FILL.

FILL is typically terminated either when the tank is full, when a maximum FILL time is
reached, or when the next tank is available.

Reactions which are initiated during FILL are completed during REACT. Depending on the
dissolved oxygen concentration, we have:

MIXED REACT (low oxygen concentration or anoxic/anaerobic conditions);
AERATED REACT (high dissolved oxygen concentration).
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Sludge wasting during REACT is a simple meansto control the sludge age. The sludge age
indaysisequaltothereciprocal ofthefraction ofthereactor liquidvolumewastedeachday.
The end of REACT may be dictated by the time specification or a level controller in an
adjacent tank.

During SETTLE, solidsseparationtakesplaceinatankwithavolumeof morethen 10times
ofthesecondaryclarifiersusedforconventionalcontinuous-flowactivatedsludgeplants.This
major advantage inthe clarification process results from the fact thatthe entire aeration tank
serves as clarifier during the period when no flow enters the tank. The time in SETTLE
insures that the sludge blanket remains inthetank during DRAW and doesnot rise (because
of gas formation) before DRAW is completed. The sludge can also be wasted during
SETTLE, instead of during REACT. Sludge wasted near the end of SETTLE is more
concentrated than that during REACT.

To avoid possible problems with rising sludge, the time in DRAW should not be too long.
The withdrawal mechanism can be a simple pipe fixed at some predetermined level to a
submersible pump.

After DRAW,the tank isready toreceivenewwastewater. Insome SBRmodifications, after
completing DRAW, the tank must wait. This period between DRAW and FILL is termed
IDLE.

Eachtank inthe SBRsystem isfilled duringasetperiod oftimeandthenoperated asabatch
reactor.TheSBRcansimulateanyconventionalcontinuous-flow activatedsludgesystem.The
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essential difference between the SBR and a conventional continuous-flow activated sludge
system isthateachtankcarriesoutfunctions suchasequalization, aerationand sedimentation
in a time rather than a space sequence (Irvine and Ketchum, 1989).

The SBRhasbeen showntobeanappropriate technology for the selectionof specific groups
oforganismsrequiredforthedifferent removalprocesses.Therearestudiesshowingorganism
selection onnitrogenremoval(AllemanandIrvine, 1980a;AllemanandIrvine, 1980b;Irvine
etal, 1979;Irvine etal, 1983; Jones etal, 1990),biological phosphorus removal (Irvine et
al, 1985;Ketchum etal, 1987;Manningand Irvine, 1985;Okadaetal, 1987;Okada et al,
1991),control offilamentous organisms(ChiesaandIrvine, 1985;Chiesaef al, 1985;Dennis
and Irvine, 1979;Irvine etal, 1983;Irvine etal, 1987),the removal of specific organics in
industrial wastes andthe destruction ofhazardous waste(Herzbrun etal, 1985;Irvine et al,
1984).

Due to its operation's flexibility, the SBR can be used in both research and as a full-scale
system. Severallaboratory-scale SBRshavebeenusedtostudyaspectsoftheactivated sludge
process. Vlekke et al (1988) studied biological phosphate removal with oxygen or nitrate;
Oleszkiewicz and Berquist (1988) and McCartney and Oleszkiewicz (1990) investigated
nitrogen removal at low temperatures; Koh et al. (1989) used an SBR to study the biooxidation ofmethanol;Ng and Tan(1990) carried outresearchonbiokinetics determination;
Comeau et al (1987) conducted research on the dynamics of carbon reserves on biological
phosphorus removal; Matsuzawa and Mino (1991) investigated the relationship between the
feeding pattern and filamentous and non-filamentous bacteria; and Yamamoto et al (1991)
examined sulphate reduction and its relation to bulking sludge.
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The performance of the SBR on full scale was examined in several studies. Ketchum etal.
(1987)didacomparisonofbiological andchemicalphosphorusremoval;Melceretal. (1987)
described the conversion of small municipal wastewater treatment plants to the SBR; Irvine
etal.(1987)analyzed theoperationoftreatmentplantstodevelopplantoperationprocedures;
Rustenand Eliassen(1993)studied operationoptimization for nutrient removal; Sheker etal.
(1993) conducted research on the effects of fill strategies under nitrogen deficiency; and
Marklund (1993) monitored low temperature biological phosphorus removal. A common
conclusion from these studies isthatthe SBRisafeasible alternativeandinseveral situations
is advantageous to continuous-flow systems.

Because an SBR is a typical time sequence system, it is easy to use it for calibration of a
dynamic model. Use of the SBRfor calibration of diverse models canbe seen inthe studies
of Boero et al. (1991), Germirli et al. (1991) and Nakazama and Tanaka (1991). Oles and
Wilderer (1991)presented amodified versionoftheIAWPRCActivated SludgeModelNo.l
to describe the performance of laboratory and pilot-scale SBRs.

The versatility ofthe SBR for modelling has been demonstrated by several studies. Carucci
et al. (1994) studied the dynamics of the anaerobic utilization of organic substrate during
biological phosphorus removal; Wild et al. (1994) described the turnover of denitrification
intermediates; Smolders et al. (1994) developed a metabolic model for the biological
phosphorus removal process; and Mino et al. (1994) studied the hydrolysis rates of slowly
biodegradable COD under anaerobic, anoxic and aerobic conditions.
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1.3 MODELLING

To use models, it is important to understand how we can situate them inside the frame of
systemsanalysis(Forrester, 1961).Withinthisframe, modelshavedifferent meanings.Inthis
study we restrict ourselves to the mathematical model.

According to de Wit (1993), a system is a limited part of reality that contains interrelated
elements. A model is a simplified representation of a system. Simulation is the building of
mathematical models and the study of their behaviour with respect to the functioning of the
system.

Murthyetal.(1990)gointomoredetailaboutsimulationanddelineatetwophases:modelling
and simulation. Modelling isthe mathematical model building process and simulation isthe
relationship between a mathematical model and its implementation on a computer.

Models canbe static or dynamic. If the data collection and treatment are linked to time, the
model is called dynamic. Models can also be classified by the method they use to show the
relations inside the system as descriptive or explanatory.

As presented by de Wit (1993), a model is called descriptive when it shows the relation
betweenthe system'selementswithout anexplanation ofitsfunctioning. Explanatory models
arethosethat consider levels of integration inwhich the process occurs;the classification of
these levels can be done according to the size of the system, such as cells, individuals,
populations,and soon.Thelowerintegration levelisthentheexplanatory levelandtheupper
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level is to be explained.

Leffellar (1993) stated that simulation of ecological systems with an explanatory model is
based onthe assumption that the stateof each system atevery moment can be quantitatively
characterized and that changes in a system can be described by means of mathematical
equations. This hypothesis leads to the formulation of state-determined dynamic models in
which state,rate and driving variables can be distinguished.

State variables are the system's component that the model tries to quantify over time. Rate
variables indicate the rate at which the state variables change. Driving variables characterize
theinfluence of externalfactors onthe system andarenotinfluenced bytheprocesses within
the system. Parameters and constants are examples of driving variables.

Tanji (1981) presented the four consecutive stages in the development and application of
system simulation modelsas:
problem definition and study objectives;
systems analysis;
systems synthesis; and
simulation analysis.

Problem definition, or recognizing a specific problem situation, is the starting point for the
simulation modelling process. Next, the system of interest is isolated from the system
environment. The following step is to establish study objectives. Aspects that should be
considered include the purpose of the model and whether it is to be used for research or
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practice.

Systemsanalysis,or mathematical modelling, isatechnique for developing systemsresponse
functions (mathematical models) when both inputs and outputs are known. This technique
goes through four general stages: i) evaluation of available information and data; ii) review
of the state of the knowledge of the problem; iii) blockbuilding and conceptual filtering
(simplification); and iv) mathematical model formulation.

Systems synthesis, or mathematical simulation, is a technique for determining the outputs
basedongiveninputsandpriorknowledgeofthefunctional relations.Itincludesfive general
stages: i) computer modelling, programming and debugging; ii) calibration of models; iii)
sensitivity analysis; iv) validation of models; and v) simulation runs.

Atthistime,aprogramming language orspecialprogramming package isneeded. Before the
computer model is used, it usually has to be calibrated. Calibration involves fine-tuning the
coefficients or parameters in the models sothat computed data fit more closely to observed
data. Sensitivity analysis gives an appraisal of the relative importance of the variables and
their net effect on outputs. The calibrated model may be further tested with observed data
otherthanthe setused for calibration. Thisvalidation stepdemonstratesthecredibility ofthe
model.

Simulation analysis isthe final step in the process. Conclusively, computer simulation runs,
comparable with study objectives, are carried out.
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Penning de Vries (1982)defined the stepsthat the development of amodel must go through
as follows: i) preliminary models are those with structure and data that reflect current
scientific knowledge, but the insight at the explanatory level is still vague and imprecise; ii)
comprehensive models describe systemswhose essential elementsarethoroughly understood
andinwhichmuchofthisknowledgeisincorporated;iii)summarymodelsare simplifications
of comprehensive models that keeptheir essential aspects in a lessdetailed fashion to make
them more accessible for users.

The stages proposed by Penning de Vries (1982) lead to the conclusion that the summary
models, or simplified ones,are an evolution ofthecomprehensive models inthe direction of
making them more applicable in practice.

In the area of modelling and simulation of wastewater treatment processes, Andrews (1993)
presented some basic concepts of modelling and their relation to engineering research and
practice: i) the use of models, ii) information for model development, iii) testing of models
and iv) required accuracy. The main conclusions are: i) the differences in the uses and
expectations of models by the different users makes important a clear statement of their
intended use;ii) different sourcesofinformation havepotential valuefor the development of
models; iii) the amount of testingneeded ishighly dependent on themodel's use;iv) models
with or without feedback control have distinct required accuracy.

Theuseofmodelstopredictwastewatertreatmentplantperformance opensupalargehorizon
in the field of control (Patry and Chapman, 1989). Vassos (1993) stated that the need to
optimize plant performance and meet increasingly stringent effluent standards are two key
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factors that will influence the development of instrumentation, control and automation. He
concluded that dynamic modelling and simulation software, as an integral component of
instrumentation application, will play a significant role in developing control strategies and
in optimizing plant performance.

In 1983,IAWPRC formed atask grouptofacilitate the application ofpractical modelstothe
design and operation of biological wastewater treatment systems. As a result, the Activated
Sludge ModelNo.l waspresented byHenzeetal.(1987)for biological wastewater treatment
including nitrification and denitrification. Basically, four processes are considered in this
model: growth of biomass, decay of biomass, ammonification of organic nitrogen and
'hydrolysis' of particulate organics which are entrapped inthe biofloc. The process kinetics
and stoichiometry were defined, creating conditions for the mass balance of the different
components. These components in the model are presented by symbols in conformity with
IAWPRC'snomenclature (Grau etal, 1987) in such a way that the symbols are used either
for thecomponent itself orfor itsconcentration. Themodelpresentation isbasedonthework
of Petersen (1965) with a matrix format.

The Activated Sludge Model No. 2 (Henze et al, 1994) was introduced as a further
development of the Activated Sludge Model No. 1. It includes the presence of phosphorus
accumulating organisms (PAOs) and it makes possible the simulation of the behaviour of
biological phosphorus removal activated sludge systems. The phosphorus accumulating
organisms are anew group of microorganisms inthe activated sludge, representing all types
which are able to accumulate phosphorus in the form of stored poly-phosphates. From a
microbiological point of view, the description of the activity of PAOs must be based on
18

intracellularcomponentssuchasstoredpoly-phosphatesandpoly-hydroxy-alkanoates,leading
to models which include structured biomass.

ModelNo.2,however, doesnotdistinguish betweenthecomposition(structure) of individual
cells but considers only average properties of the biomass. Since each cell has a different
history,itscompositionwilltypicallydeviatefrom thepopulationaverage(e.g.,itmayormay
notcontainstorageproducts).ThisisofimportancebecausekineticexpressionsusedinModel
No. 2 are non-linear and therefore average behaviour can not be predicted from average
properties.Inviewoftheadditionalproblemsthatpopulationmodelswouldintroduce,Model
No. 2 was proposed as a so-called distributed parameter model.

1.4RESPIROMETRY

During aerobicbiological wastewatertreatment, substrateremoval andgrowthofbiomassare
related to oxygen consumption. This link gives the biological oxygen consumption
measurementanimportantroleintheactivatedsludgeprocessassessment(Allsopetal.,1990;
Benefield etal, 1974;Haas, 1979;Holmberg, 1982;Turetal, 1990).Analysisoftheoxygen
consumption by the microorganisms involved in the wastewater oxidation process is called
respirometry (Rozich and Gaudy, Jr., 1992).

With respect to the relationship between substrate removal and biological oxygen uptake
(respiration), important parameters, such as biological oxygen demand (BOD), substrate
removal activity by the several types of microorganisms and related parameters, can be
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determined byrespirometry, aspresented byChudobaetal.(1989),Fleps(1975), Huangand
Cheng (1984), Tebbutt and Berkun (1976), Therien et al (1984), and Vernimmen et al.
(1967).

The rate of oxygen consumption gives information about the process kinetics (D'Adamo et
al.,1984;Spanjers andKlapwijk, 1990).Therefore,theoxygenuptakerate,orrespirationrate,
is the key variable that characterizes the process andthe associated removal and degradation
of the biodegradable matter.

The equipment which measures the respiration rate is called a respiration meter or
respirometer, which consists of a respiration chamber and a device to assess the dissolved
oxygen variation. Respiration meters can be manometric or volumetric (Spanjers, 1993).

Manometric meters evaluate differences in pressure in a constant volume system as oxygen
isconsumed(HuangandCheng, 1984;Jenkins, 1960;Montgomery, 1967;TebbutandBerkun,
1976). With volumetric meters, the pressure is constant and the variation in oxygen
concentration is directly measured with an oxygen probe (Blok, 1974; Chen et al, 1980;
Clarke et al, 1978; Hisset etal, 1982;Randal etal, 1991;Ros et al, 1988; Sollfrank and
Gujer, 1990; Vanrolleghem etal, 1990). The development of more reliable oxygen sensors
has made the use of volumetric respirometers more attractive (Ros, 1993;Spanjers, 1993).

Respirometry has long been a useful tool in the field of water pollution control. Most
respirometers were developed to determine biochemical oxygen demand (BOD). Later on,
different respirometers were used for measuring and analysing activated sludge and the
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kinetics of the biodégradation processes in activated sludge systems (Ros, 1993).

Thepossibility ofusingrespirometryfor monitoring andcontrolling activated sludgesystems
induced the development of respirometers that could be used on-line.One such respirometer
was developed at the Department of Environmental Technology at the Wageningen
Agricultural University (Figure 1). It consists of a closed, completely mixed respiration
chamber through which the activated sludge is continuously pumped. The dissolved oxygen
concentration is periodically measured by a probe placed at the inlet and the outlet of the
respiration chamber. This is achieved by alternating the flow direction. Calculation of the
respiration rate is based on the dissolved oxygen massbalance over the respiration chamber
(Spanjers, 1993).

1 I DOprobe

Figure 1.

Schematic representation oftherespiration meterdeveloped atthe Department
ofEnvironmental Technology, WageningenAgricultural University (Spanjers,
1993).
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1.5 SCOPE OF THIS THESIS

The main objectives of the present thesis can be summarized as:

thedevelopmentandvalidationofsimplified mathematicalmodelsforactivated
sludge processes in an SBR treating real domestic wastewater;
the application of these simplified models for analysing the respirometric
response and for obtaining information about the oxygen uptake for the
different processes;
theapplication ofthemonitoredrespirometricvaluesfor modelcalibrationand
determination of parameter values, which are used topredict the processes in
the next cycle;
the use of models as theoretical background for the development of control
strategies;
relating the basic time scale for the models to the short term.

To accomplish the main objectives of this thesis, an SBR pilot plant was built to treat
domestic wastewater. Duringthetwoand ahalfyearsof operation, theplantunderwentthree
different technological phases. The first phase began with the removal of organics and
nitrification. Denitrification was incorporated in the second phase. The last phase included
biological phosphorus removal. In general, Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are related to these
technological phases.

In Chapter 2, two simplified mathematical activated sludge models are presented. The first
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model givestheresponse oftherespiration rate inanSBRwithnitrification, the oxidation of
readilybiodegradablematter,andendogenousrespirationduringonecycle.Thismodelisused
topredicttherespiration rate duringacomplete SBRcycle.Forthis,itusesparameter values
calibrated during thepreviouscycle,somedefault valuesandinformation aboutthe ammonia
concentrationintheinfluent. Theendogenousrespirationrateisdescribedwithanexponential
equation. The second model is used to predict the changes in nitrification capacity after a
change in the loading rate and/or sludge wastage rate. For model calibration and validation,
an SBR pilot plant receiving domestic wastewater was operated for nine weeks.

InChapter 3,amathematical model ispresented for thebehaviour ofthe respirationrate and
nitrate removal in an activated sludge Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR) with nitrification,
denitrification and carbon oxidation. This model is based on the response of the respiration
ratemeasuredduringnitrification andcarbonoxidationandthenitrateremovalrateduringthe
post-denitrification period. Formodelcalibration andvalidation, anSBRpilotplantreceiving
domesticwastewater wasoperatedfor threemonths.Therespirationratewasusedtocalibrate
several parameters of the model.

In Chapter 4, a mathematical model for an activated sludge SBR with nitrification,
denitrification, carbon oxidation and phosphate removal isproposed. This model isbased on
the response of the respiration rate measured during nitrification, carbon oxidation and
phosphateremoval,togetherwiththebehaviourofphosphateandacetateasproposedbyGujer
etal.(1994) for theActivated Sludge ModelNo. 2. Formodel calibration and validation, an
SBRpilot plant receiving settled domestic wastewater plus acetic acid solution was operated
for five months.
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Chapter 5summarizes theconclusionsfromthe studiespresented inChapters 2, 3and4,and
also gives some recommendations.
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MODELLING RESPIRATION RATES IN A NITRIFYING SBR

TREATING DOMESTIC WASTEWATER

SUMMARY

This paper aims to present two simplified mathematical activated sludge models. The first
model givestheresponseoftherespiration rate(r) inanSBRwithnitrification, the oxidation
of readily biodegradable matter, and endogenous respiration during one cycle.Thismodel is
usedtopredicttherespirationrate(r)duringacompleteSBRcycle.Thisisachieved byusing
parameter values calibrated during the previous cycle, some default values, and information
about the ammonia concentration in the influent. The endogenous respiration rate (reJ) is
described with an exponential equation. The second model is used to predict the changes in
nitrification capacity after a change in the loading rate and/or the sludge wastage rate.

An on-line monitoring procedure based on respirometry was used. The measurements were
used to calibrate the parameters used in the model.

Formodelvalidation,anSBRpilotplantreceiving domesticwastewaterwasoperatedfornine
weeks and the results were compared with the model predictions. The proposed model
matched well with the measured r.It isconcluded that rhas good potential as avariable for
on-line monitoring and control of activated sludge in an SBR with nitrification.
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KEY WORDS
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INTRODUCTION

Nitrification isaccountable for asignificant partofthetotaloxygenconsumption inactivated
sludgetreatmentplants.Originally,nitrification wascarriedoutinwastewatertreatmentplants
to avoid depletion of dissolved oxygen inthe receiving water. Later, it became an important
step in biological nitrogen removal. Control of nitrification is required to achieve good
nitrogen removal (van Haandel et al, 1981).

Theuseof Sequencing BatchReactors(SBRs)for wastewater treatment hasbeen extensively
reported on.Itisasystemthathasflexibilityinoperation,andthecapabilityto select specific
microbial populations (Dennis and Irvine, 1979;Irvineand Busch, 1979;Jones etal, 1990).
An SBR can also be seen as a physical model for continuous plug-flow activated sludge
plants. For kinetic studies,the use of an SBR,rather than a continuousplug-flow system, is
advantageous.

Good processcontrol iscrucial for high performance of anactivated sludgeplant. Normally,
several variables are monitored to evaluate process behaviour, most of which depend on
laboratory analyses,althoughsome,suchaspH,temperature,dissolvedoxygenandammonia,
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canbe monitored on-line. Thevariablesbased on laboratory analyses arenot appropriate for
control purposes. Measurement of respiration rates in an activated sludge plant has been
demonstratedbySpanjers andKlapwijk (1990)tobeanimportanttoolfor monitoringprocess
behaviour. They have also indicated that respirometry is useful for process control. Most of
their respirometric research focused on monitoring continuous-flow activated sludge plants
with completely mixed aeration tanks. The present work concerns the study of activated
sludge plants with other hydraulic regimes, and a Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR) with
organic carbon removal and nitrification was used.

The performance of an activated sludge plant can be controlled by the manipulation of
different variables:i)the air-flow rate intotheaerationtank;ii)the sludgewastage-flow rate;
iii) the influent-flow rate; or iv) the cycle time in an SBR.

In the time scale of hours, the air-flow rate and the cycle time are important manipulated
variables.Becausetheactivatedsludge'srespirationrateischangeable,toselectanappropriate
air-flow rate, information about the activated sludge's respiration rate is required. In an
activated sludge system treating domesticwastewater withcarbon oxidation and nitrification,
the latter is the limiting step for an acceptable loading rate. The cycle time for a nitrifying
SBRisdetermined bythe ammonia concentration ofthe influent andthenitrification rate of
the activated sludge. In a long-term scenario, sludge wastage is an important variable for
nitrification because it can control the nitrifier's concentration and, consequently, the
nitrification rate. Both short- and long-term scenarios are complex and a model can be
effective for understanding the processes.
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Mathematical modelsareanimportanttoolfor thedesignandcontroloftreatmentplants,and
several have been developed for activated sludge processes. More elaborate models, such as
the one developed by the IAWPRC Task Group, can lead to a rational selection between
process variants (Dold etal, 1980;Henze etal, 1987;Padukone and Andrews, 1989).Oles
and Wilderer (1991)presented a model to describe nitrification in an SBRtreating domestic
wastewater.

The question is whether activated sludge models canbe simplified to such an extent that, in
combination with a measuring system, good prediction of the behaviour of the relevant
variables for short- and long-term operation canbe given. In this study, we have focused on
the SBR or reactors with plug-flow characteristics. The objective of this paper is to present
two preliminary dynamic and explanatory models for nitrification and organic carbon
oxidation inan SBRreceiving domesticwastewater. They include:i)amodelto simulate the
respirationrateduring oneprocesscycleand ii)amodeltosimulatethenitrification capacity
in an SBR during long-term operation.

The simplified model for one SBRcycleisused toanalysethe respirometric response andto
obtain information about the oxygen uptake for the different processes. In addition, the
monitored respirometric values are used for calibration and determination of the parameter
values.Thesevalues,together withmeasurementsoftheammonia concentration oftheadded
wastewater,areusedasinputfor thenextcycle'srespirogramprediction.Thispredictiongives
information aboutthetotalamount ofoxygentobeused anditsdistribution during thecycle.
It also predicts when the added ammonia will be completely nitrified.
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The simplified model for long-term operation is used to predict the changes in nitrification
capacity over the long term after changing the loading rate and/or the sludge wastage rate.
Theinputfor thismodelisthenitrification capacity,determined byanalysingthe respirogram
using the model for one SBRcycle.

Formodelvalidation, anSBRwasoperatedfor nineweeks,achievingfull nitrification during
theprocess.Duringthisperiod,therespirationratewasmonitoredon-line.Anexperimentwas
carried out with inhibited nitrification to survey the respiration rate of the organic carbon
oxidation process. Measurements of the respiration rate during a cycle with low ammonia
influent concentration alsoyielded information on the respiration rate during organic carbon
oxidation.
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND FOR ORGANIC CARBON AND NITROGEN
OXIDATION

The Activated Sludge Model No. 1 (Henze et al, 1987) was the starting point for the
development of the models in the present study. The symbols used (see Nomenclature) are
according to the work of Henze et al.(1987). In the model of one SBR cycle:
i)

we considered the removal of readily biodegradable matter (Ss) similar to
Model No. 1;

ii)

we did not consider the fraction of N incorporated into the biomass for the
removal of ammonia nitrogen (SNH);

iii)

we did not consider the particulate's removal;

iv)

we considered the endogenous respiration, alsoincluding in our definition the
oxidation of the particulate organics adsorbed by the activated sludge;

v)

we did not consider the biomass growth in one SBRcycle.

Growth of autotrophic organisms was considered for the long-term operation model.

Organic matter can be: i) readily biodegradable, ii) slowly biodegradable and iii) nonbiodegradable. Readily biodegradable organic matter (Ss) is directly available for oxidation
by heterotrophic bacteria. Slowly biodegradable organic matter (Xs) is first adsorbed, then
hydrolysed into Ss, and then oxidized. Non-biodegradable organic matter is not degraded
during the process. The general equation for carbon oxidation can be written as:

Organic Carbon + O,

CO. + H20 +energy
bacteria
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Thedifference intherateofoxygenconsumption betweenSsandX5strongly varies.Sspasses
directlythroughthecellwallandismetabolizedatahighrate,andthebiodégradationprocess
canbe modelled with aMonod-type equation. Theoxidation rate ofXs islimited bythe rate
ofextracellular enzymaticbreakdown andisrelatively slow(EkamaandMarais, 1980).Inan
activated sludge system treating wastewater with a relatively high concentration of Xs,
biosorption is very strong. A few minutes after the addition of wastewater almost all the
organiccarbonisadsorbed andnolongerinthesolution.Information abouttherateoforganic
carbon oxidation can, therefore, only be obtained from the rate of oxygen uptake (Gujer,
1980).

Organic nitrogen can be transformed into ammonia through bacterial decomposition of
proteinaceous matter and hydrolysis of urea. Ammonia nitrogen can be oxidized by
autotrophicbacteria inatwo-stepprocessto form nitrate.Thisprocessiscalled nitrification.

2 NHl + 3 O,

2 N02 + 2 H.O + 4 H* + energy
Nitrosomonas

2 N02 +O,

y

'

2 NOl + energy
Nitrobacter

(3)

The stoichiometric quantities of oxygen required according to equations 2 and 3 are 3.43 g
for oxidation of 1g ammonia-N and 1.14 g for oxidation of 1g nitrite-N. The total oxygen
demand is 4.57 g per gram of ammonia oxidized.
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In activated sludge models, nitrification is usually modelled as a one-step reaction. In the
study of Ossenbruggen etal.(1991), aswell as inthis study, both stepsare modelled with a
Monod equation. Nitrite accumulation is reported, indicating distinct rates for the two steps
in the overall nitrification (Gee etal., 1990).

MODELLING THE RESPIRATION RATE (r) DURING ONE CYCLE

The aim of the simplified model is to predict the total amount of oxygen consumption and
distribution during the cycle. The aim is also to predict when all the ammonia will be
nitrified. This information is necessary for optimal control of an SBR. The model for the
respirationrateduringoneprocesscycleisusedtopredicttherbyusingparametersestimated
inthepreviouscycle,togetherwithinformation abouttheammoniaconcentration oftheadded
wastewater.

The description of the respiration rate during one SBR cycle should consider the oxygen
requirements for nitrification, oxidation of readily biodegradable matter and endogenous
respiration. For aerobic microorganisms, the oxygen consumption is related to substrate
utilization. In turn, substrate utilization is related to the growth of microorganisms. The
development of these relationships follows.

The rate of microorganism growth (rg)in a batch reactor can be defined by the following
general relationship:
rg-pXB
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(4)

The effect of substrate concentration on specific growth rates (n) can be described by the
general expression proposed by Monod:

Combining equations 4 and 5 leadsto:

rg - Hll

(6)

K+S

Thegeneralrelationshipbetweensubstrateutilizationrate(r^)andmicroorganism growthrate
(rg) can be expressed by:

',--rr.

(7)

Combining equations 6 and 7gives:

r_. - —

ÏXB S
Y K+S

(8)

Themaximum substrateremovalrate( r j canbeeasilymeasured,however itismore difficult
tomeasurethe parameters /iand Fand thevariableXB. Themaximum substrateremoval rate
is related to fi, YandXBby the general equation:

r - - - ^
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(9)

During one SBR cycle, the biomass concentration is almost constant. Therefore, rmis also
constant. Using equations 8 and 9 for the removal of S during the aerobic activated sludge
process, at limiting substrate concentration, we can write the general equation:

r - r —?—
m
K+S

(10)

For the removal of ammonia (SNH), nitrite (SN02) and readily biodegradable matter (S,), the
following equations are used:

' NH

' mtfH
+

K-NH

r

-r

' N02

S

(12)

^

'mji02

r

^NH

c

v

r

mji

K

+

(13)

g

"'S

"s

The oxidation rates ofSNH, SN02 andSscan be related to the rate of oxygen consumption, or
the respiration rate, of microorganisms as follows:
'ow -

343
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rm

(14)

r

«jwM '0JVO2

1 1 4

r
Ncn
*••"• 'W02

^ - (1 - V '5

<15)

<16>

The last respiration rateto be included inthe model isthe endogenous respiration rate (reJ),
which has several definitions. In microbiological literature, renrf is defined in terms of
maintenance:endogenousrespiration occurswhenthereisnoobservedsubstrate consumption
and when maintenance ATP is obtained from biomass degradation (Herbert, 1958). Some
definitions in the wastewater literature are: "metabolic respiration of a living cell using the
contents of the cell as a substrate; occurs usually when there is an absence of any other
substrate" (Patry and Chapman, 1989); "the amount of oxygen utilized per unit of MLVSS
in the reactor in the absence of exogenous substrate" (Suschka and Ferreira, 1986).

In the present study, the operational definition of endogenous respiration rate (reJ) is used
according to Spanjers (1993): "theoxygen uptake rateper unit of volume and unit oftime in
theabsenceofreadily biodegradablematterinthesolution". Thecitedworkassumesthatrend
isassociatedwiththeoxidationofreadilybiodegradablematterproducedby(1)thehydrolysis
of slowlybiodegradable substances,(2)lysisofdeadcellsand, (3)thereleaseof substrate for
maintenance.

During one cycle in an SBR,remt can be modelled by the following exponential equation:
'end -

K

l

eX

P(-*2 0
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<1?)

In this case, / is zero at the start of each SBRcycle.

The total respiration rate (r) is equal to the sum of all the partial respiration rates:
r

- ro*

+ r

oW

+

r

0fiO2

+

'end

^

First, model 17iscalibrated, followed by calibration ofmodels 11and 12.Then theresulted
parameters K„K2, rmNHandrmN02areused for the validation ofthemodel for the respiration
rateduringonecycle(equations11-18)bycomparingthesimulationresultswiththemeasured
respiration rate.

MODELLING THE NITRIFICATION CAPACITY VARIATION IN AN SBR DURING
LONG-TERM OPERATION

The model for nitrification capacity variation in an SBRduring long-term operation is used
to predict changes in nitrification capacity (rnNH) after changing the ammonia loading rate
and/or the sludge wastage rate.

In a long-term operating SBR, the concentration of nitrifiers is not constant, as could be
assumed during one SBR cycle. A net increase in the mass of nitrifiers and variation in the
nitrification capacity (rmNH) of an SBR is determined by growth, decay and wastage of
nitrifiers. The growth rate of nitrifiers (rgA) is normally modelled as:
r

» - ^
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X

*A

(19)

However, in an SBR with a constant ammonia loading rate and complete nitrification, the
mass of nitrifiers produced is limited by the mass of substrate consumed. In this case, the
mass of nitrifiers produced per unit of time is constant and can be modelled as:

UA - YA y

(20)

(VrV

Long-term operation ofan SBRcanbe seenasacontinuous system. Withthis simplification,
the mass balance forXBA, including growth, sludge wastage and decay is:

v

^dT " YA Qi(Smr

w

" Q° x^ ~b*XB* V

(21)

Since ßA and YA are constants, equation 21 can be rearranged as:

YA
dt

. HA Q , ( V , , - y e ) _0 »AXBA _ K lA XBA
s

V

YAV

(22)

YA

In an activated sludge system, it is almost impossible to measure the mass concentration of
nitrifiers (XBA). However, thenitrification capacity, ormaximum rateofSNHoxidation (rmNH),
can be measured quite easily, for example with a respiration meter, by taking a sample of
mixed liquor and spiking it with an excess of ammonia.

Applying equation 9 to nitrifiers, the nitrification capacity (rmNH)can be defined as:

r.mJ{H

^A

-"-B4

YA
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(23)

Combining equations 22 and 23 gives:

jt

y

^'

A m NH

y

-

By introducing the cellular detention time (9 C = V/Qs) and considering bA equal to zero,
equation 24 can be rewritten as:
drmW

^A Qf^NH^NH^ _ rmJW

dt

v

ec

Forthemodel(equation25)verification, theevolutionofnitrification capacityfromeachSBR
cycle was compared with the simulation response.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

In this study, two parallel SBRs were used: a pilot-plant SBR and a laboratory-scale SBR.

Thepilot-plant SBR(Figure 1)consistedofacylindricpolystyrenevesselwithatotal volume
of 1.3 m3. The main equipment connected to the reactor were: three pneumatic valves,
controlled by an electromagnetic device (to regulate the flow of influent, effluent and air
supply);three float-level switches,tocontrolfillanddrawactivitiesinthereactor;and aunit
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/J5)

for pH control (pump to dose NaOH solution). Probes for measuring temperature, pH and
dissolved oxygenwere installed inthereactor. Onthebottom ofthereactor, twoporoustube
diffusers (60mmx 600mm)connected totheair supply linewere installed, whichwere also
responsible for the mixing.

RESPIRATION METER
INFLUENT

VALVE
ALARM
HIGH LEVEL
TEMPERATURE
PH

LAB SCALE

OXYGEN
LOW LEVEL

VALVE

EFFLUENT

PILOT PLANT

VALVE
AIR

Figure 1.

Schematic view of the pilot-plant and laboratory-scale SBRs used in the
experiment.

Thepilot-plant SBRwasconnectedtoameasuringandcontrol system.Themeasuring system
consisted of a respiration meter, an analog and digital input/output board (I/O board) and a
personal computer. Data collection and reactor operationwere carried out bythe I/Osystem.
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The respiration meter used was a continuous respiration meter (prototype of RA-1000,
Manotherm,TheNetherlands),whichconsistedofaclosedrespirationchamberthroughwhich
activated sludge liquor was pumped. The inflow and outflow of dissolved oxygen
concentration wasmeasuredusingthe sameoxygen sensor,byperiodically changing the flow
direction throughthe chamber (Spanjers, 1993).Therespiration rate wascalculated from the
mass balance of dissolved oxygen over the respiration chamber.

Thelaboratory-scale SBR(Figure 1)consisted ofareactorwithatotalvolume of 101, which
had probes similar to the pilot-plant SBR. This reactor was used for the experiment with
nitrification inhibition with allylthiourea (ATU). In this way, the biomass in the pilot-plant
SBR maintained its nitrification activity.

WASTEWATER

The influent used in the study was pre-settled domestic wastewater from Bennekom, The
Netherlands. Average values of the concentrations are presented in Table I.
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Table I. Wastewater characteristics. (March-May, 1991)
COMPONENT

CONCENTRATION

N# SAMPLES

450 ± 142

22

CODvfa (mg/1)

52 ± 17

10

TKN (mgN/1)

85 ±20

12

SNH (mgN/1)

65 ±22

24

COD(mg/1)

OPERATION OF THE PILOT-PLANT SBR

Thepilot-plant SBRwasinoperation for nine weeks:the first twoweekswith 8hcyclesand
the last seven weeks with 12h cycles. Each cycle had four periods: i) AERATED FILL; ii)
AERATEDREACT;iii) SETTLE ofmixed liquorandiv)DRAWofeffluent. Theseperiods
and the average timetable for the cycles are schematically presented in Figure 2. During the
FILL period the reactor received 500 1 of pre-settled domestic wastewater, and during the
DRAW period, 500 1 of effluent were drawn.

During the FILL and REACT periods, aerobic conditions were maintained and the pH was
kept around 7.2. The temperature of the activated sludge fluctuated over the nine weeks of
operation between 12 °Cto 18°C.The ratio between the sludge inthe reactor atthe end of
theAERATEDREACTperiodandtheexcesssludgedischarged,isthecellulardetentiontime
(9C). The average 9C during 8h cycles was 31 days and during 12h cycles, 76 days.
Measurement of the respiration rate (/•)startedjust after the reactor was fully filled.
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AERATED FILL

DRAW

SETTLE

AERATED REACT

Figure 2.

Timetable for the SBR cycle (8h and 12h).

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE LABORATORY-SCALE SBR

Theexperiments for nitrification inhibitionwereperformed usingthepilot-plant SBRandthe
laboratory-scale SBR. Using the same influent, biomass and operational procedure, r was
measured inbothreactors,startingatFILL.Fornitrification inhibition, allylthioureawasused
(Wood et al, 1981).

Thelaboratory-scale reactor wasmanually operated. Thereactor was filled with 81 of mixed
liquor at the end of the aeration period inthe pilot-plant SBR. After settling, 4 1 of effluent
wasdrawnand41 ofinfluent wasaddedtothemixedliquorthatremained inthereactor after
settling. Allylthiourea (3 mg per litre) was added to the reactor.
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Measurements from a cycle in the pilot-plant SBR with a low concentration of SNH in the
influent were also used to obtain information on carbon oxidation.

PARAMETER CALIBRATION

Theparametersused inthemodelswere eitherdefault valuesfromtheliterature or calibrated
by respirogram analysis. Using a simulation programme (Annex 1) written in SIMNON
(Elmqvist etal, 1990),theresultsfromthedifferential equationssystemwerecomparedwith
the measured respirogram. Parameters were calibrated by trial and error until the simulation
cameclosetothe measured values.Theparameters used arepresented inTable II, indicating
where calibrated and default values were used.

Table II. Parameters
Parameter

Default value or calibration

Reference

K,

Respirogram analysis

Present study

K2

Respirogram analysis

Present study

NH

0.7 mgN/1

Gee etal.(1990)

Kfi/02

1.0 mgN/1

Gee etal.(1990)

Ks

20 mg COD/1

Henze et al.(1987)

m.NH

Respirogram analysis

Present study

m.N02

Respirogram analysis

Present study

Respirogram analysis

Present study

0.5

Henze et al.(1987)

K

r

r

r

m,S

YH
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ANALYSES

For monitoring the pilot-plant SBR operation and the experiment with the laboratory-scale
SBR, some laboratory analyses were performed. During the cycles in which samples were
taken, they were taken from the influent and the mixed liquor in the reactor, at different
times. All the analyses were done according to APHA (1985).

Influent samples were analyzed for COD, nitrogen (SNH,SN02,nitrate), suspended solids
(MLSS) and volatile suspended solids (MLVSS), volatile fatty acids in the form of COD
(CODWA) and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN).

Mixed liquor samples were analyzed for suspended solids (MLSS),volatile suspended solids
(MLVSS) and after filtration (Whatman glassmicrofibre 1urn), for CODand nitrogen (Sm,
SN02, nitrate).

Thedatafrom theon-linesurveillanceofthereactoroperationwerestored,namely:realtime,
reactor temperature, dissolved oxygen in the reactor, dissolved oxygen in the respiration
vessel, pH in the reactor and r.
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RESULTS

CALIBRATION OF reBrfMODEL

Calibration of reml (equation 17) is an important step in the calibration of the model for the
respiration rate in one SBR cycle (equations 11-18).

Forcalibrationofequation 17,theexperimentswithnitrification inhibitionwereused.Inthese
experiments, the measurement of r started when the reactorswere fed. Inthe graphsthat are
presented, time zero coincides with the beginning of FILL.

Since the experiments yielded similar results, only one experiment is presented. This
experiment generated two respirograms: i) from the operation of the pilot-plant SBR (see
Figure 3) and ii) from the operation of the laboratory-scale SBR with the addition of
allylthiourea (see Figure 4).

For the interpretation of the respirograms shown in Figures 3and 4, two assumptions were
made.Thefirst oneisthatbecauseSm » Km, ammoniaoxidationcanbemodelled byazero
order equation, and asa result roNH andr0N02are constant. Therefore, according to equation
18, the changes inrespiration rate are dueto a change inrsandrend. The second assumption
isthat after some time,whenSsiseliminated, the decrease in r is dueto changes inrend. To
be able to interpret the respirogram it isessential to have information about the endogenous
respiration rate. These considerations are schematically represented in Figure 3.
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In Figure 3,it isassumed that theconditions SNH » KNH andSs=0arevalid intheperiod
between t=2 hours and t=6 hours. During this period, the measurements ofrcan beusedto
fit equation 17. As there are still constants roNH and roN02 in this period, we had to
mathematically translate the equationtoalower positionforittoalsofitthefinalpartofthe
respirogram.Inthis way,wewere abletogetrend, asshowninFigure 3.Itisalso shownin
Figure 3that S^, reached zeroatthe same time that asharp drop inrwas observed. Thisis
a typical observation during pilot-plant SBR operation.
S'NH
MH

>>

K I NH

Ss > 0

'end

100

3

4

5

6

Time(h)
—rMeasured —Exp. equation • T e n d * SNH
Figure 3.

Respirogram from pilot-plant SBR during nitrification inhibition experiment,
without nitrification inhibition.

Figure4showsrinthelaboratory-scale reactorwithnitrification inhibition,togetherwiththe
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prediction of rend> obtained from the model calibrated with the pilot-plant measurements
(Figure 3).Itcanbe seenthatrendbetterfits thecurveafter threehours,which isthetimethat
nitrification inhibition was more effective.

Time (h)
—r Measured • " r e n d

Figure 4.

A

SNH

Respirogram from laboratory-scale SBR during nitrification inhibition
experiment, with nitrification inhibition.

Figure 5shows a respirogram from a cycle with low influent SNH. Considering that after t=2
hours all SNHand Ss had been oxidized, the model from equation 17 can be fit to the
remaining part of the respirogram. Figure 4 also showsthatthe model fits the measurements
well. In this case (Figure 5), a linear equation would also fit. However, based on all the
results during the nine weeks of operation, we concluded that an exponential equation was
better.
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Time (h)
—r Measured " E x p . equation

Figure 5.

&

SNH

Respirogram from a cycle in the pilot-plant SBR with lowSNHinfluent.

Based ontheexperiments,weconcludethatequation 17canbeusedtomodeltheendogenous
respiration rate during a cycle of the SBR.

FordeterminationoftheparametersK,andK2inequation 17for eachcycle,themethodology
is the same as that used in the nitrification inhibition experiment. The values for K, andK2
werenot constant during allthe cycles.Thoughtheseparameters havenophysical meaning,
they seem to be fairly stable over a longer period. During the period with 8h cycles, the
average value for K,was25±4 (mgl"1h"1)and for K2 the averagevalue was 0.13 ± 0.02(h"
'). During the period with 12h cycles,the average value for K, was 30 ± 7 (mg l"1h"1)and
for K2the average value was 0.12 ± 0.02 (h 1 ).
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VALIDATION OF THE MODEL FOR THE RESPIRATION RATE (r) DURING ONE
CYCLE

Bycomparingthermeasurementsduringonecyclewiththemodelsimulationfromequations
11-18, we determined the parameters irmm, rm,N02, rnS, K, and K2) of the model. For the
saturation values,£„„=0.7,A ^ l . O andKs=20 werechosen. Forthe simulation, 7„=0.5was
used.Determination oftheparameterwasdonewithalltherespirogramsproduced duringthe
wholeperiod(8 and 12hcycles).Figure6showsatypicalrespirogram,alongwiththemodel
response for r andreKl.

3
4
Time (h)

5

r — r (Model) • "r en d (Model)

Figure 6.

Measured respirogram from a cycle in the pilot-plant SBR together with the
model response for r (equation 18) andrend (equation 17).
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To verify the model's prediction capability, the results from one cycle were compared with
themodelresponsewithparameter valuesfrom thepreviouscycle.Thevariablesto describe
wastewatercharacteristics(Ss,SNHand SN02)weretakenfrom thecycleitself.Figure 7shows
an example of this prediction, with r predicted and measured, together with reBrf prediction.

3
4
Time (h)

5

6

r — r (Predicted) • "r e n d (Predicted)

Figure 7.

Measured respirogram from acycleinthepilot-plant SBRtogether withmodel
prediction for r (equation 18) and rend(equation 17) with variables from a
previous cycle.

Byfitting themodelequations 11-18ineachcycle,themaximumrateofSm oxidation (r^m)
thatgavethebest adjustment wasdetermined. Thisrategivesthenitrification capacity ofthe
system. The values found for each batch cycle are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8.

Values of nitrification capacity (rmNH)from each cycle, found by adjustment
of equations 11-18 to r measurements.

VALIDATIONOFTHEMODELFORNITRIFICATION CAPACITYVARIATION INAN
SBR DURING LONG-TERM OPERATION

Toapply equation 25,somefactors shouldbedetermined or assumed, viz.nitrogen load and
P.A. For nitrogen load determination, averaged valueswere used:SNHiequal to 65mgN/1 and
SNHe equalto 0mgN/1. For ßA, the value of 0.10 d"1 wasused,together with thevalues 0.06
and 0.14 d"1 as boundary. Dold et al. (1980) reported a value of 0.21 d"1 for settled
wastewater. Usingtheirequation for theeffect oftemperature onftA, wecancalculateavalue
of 0.1 d"1for the temperature, as was in our experiment. The Qcduring the period with 8h
cycles was 31 days and with 12h cycles, 76days.
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Figure 9 shows the results from the equation 25 model for rmNHvariation in an SBR during
long-term operation, together with the values ofrmNHdetermined from each batch cycle, as
presented in Figure 8.

0

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
Time (days)
o r.j,H Determined —Model (//=0.06)
—Model (/i=0.10) - -Model (/i=0.14)

Figure 9.

Values of nitrification capacity (rmNH) from each cycle (shown in Figure 8)
together with the model for nitrification capacity variation in an SBR during
long-term operation (equation 25).

DISCUSSION

Twomodelshavebeenvalidated: amodeltosimulatetherespirationrate (r)during one SBR
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cycle and a model to simulate the variation of the nitrification capacity (r„m) during longterm operation.

In the model for the respiration during one cycle, the nitrification, the oxidation of readily
biodegradable matter, andtheendogenousrespiration were considered. This studyhasshown
that the oxygen consumption for the oxidation of readily biodegradable matter is small
compared with the oxygen used for nitrification. Considering CODvfa as the readily
biodegradable matter, the respirograms have shown that only a small amount of oxygen is
used for that oxidation process. The oxygen consumption during the cycle is mostly related
to nitrification and endogenous respiration.

TheresultsinFigure6indicatethatafter calibrationthesimulationisasuitablerepresentation
of the measured values. The results can thus be explained by the three modelled processes,
viz. nitrification, oxidation of readily biodegradable matter and endogenous respiration.

The model for respiration rate during one SBR cycle has an important sub-model for the
endogenous respiration rate(reJ), whichhasalsobeenvalidated. Forthe system under study,
the exponential equation describing the endogenous respiration rate during an SBR cycle
matched well withthemeasurements, showingthatthistypeofequationcanbeused forrend.
However, a better theoretical base isnecessary for this equation. The idea that rendis related
to the oxidation of Ss produced by hydrolysis ofXs, lysis of dead cells and the release of
substrate for maintenance should be further developed. With a model equation that
incorporates the transformation ofXs and cell material into Ss, it is possible to have a full
theoretical dynamic model to describer inan SBR. In anitrifying SBR,the sum ofroNHand
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roN02 in equation 18 is much more significant then remlin the total respirogram. Thus,
considerable fluctuationsinrend do notresult ingreatfluctuationofthe total r.Inthis way,
a good variable measurement, such asXs inthe influent and thedecay rate,cangiveagood
model response even inasystem where the nitrification respiration rate isnotasrelevantas
inthepresent system.

In general, therespiration rate model foranSBR during onecycle gives agood prediction
response when theparameters from theprevious cycle arefitted into theequations. Thisis
because there is little deviation between successive cycles. Themain difficulty is getting
information about influent variables, suchasSsandSm. One waytosolve this istousethe
measurement ofBODst,as described bySpanjers (1993),inordertohave information onthe
influent characteristic. Itisalso possible tomeasureSNH with anammonia probe.

The model predictions areeffective for control purposes, especially for controlling theairflow rate. Themodel predictions arealso useful for predicting when theammonia willbe
completelyoxidized. Themodelprojection, therefore, canalsobeusedtodecidewhenanew
cycle canstart.

Monitoring combined with model prediction canalso bepractical forcontrol purposes.For
on-line nitrification control inanSBRduring onecycle, model equation 18can bea useful
tool.Byusingmonitoredrespiration rates,theendoftheSNHoxidationperiodcanbeassessed
intwo ways.Thefirstwayisrelated tothesharp decreaseinr. Thesecond way isbyusing
rend. With theK,andK2values from the previous cycle, wecanpredictrendduringthecycle.
As soonastheprediction ofrendequalsthe measuredr,we knowthat SNHhasbecome zero.
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Atypical respirogram first showsastage with ahigh rvalue. Theend ofthis period can be
clearly seen bya sharp decrease inr values until they reach some stabilization in another
stage.ThisdropisclearlyassociatedwithalowlevelofSNHpresent inthe solution.Withthis
information, theendofSNHoxidationcangenerallybepredicted.However,insomesituations,
SN02canbe present in the solution andrequire oxidizing to achieve full nitrification. To
predict theendofthis second step, rend isan important variable. When ther values in the
respirogram reach what is expected to beremhit means that the system hasachieved full
nitrification.

The model forthevariation ofthe nitrification capacity during long-term operation isused
to predict changes in nitrification capacity after loading changes. This model is useful in
designing thesludge loading rate and/orthesludge wastage rate.

It canbeseen from Figure 8that thevalues for nitrification capacity (rmNH)increased with
time during long-term operation. Itcan beconcluded thatthe netproduction ofnitrifierswas
higherthenthenitrifiers wasted.Lookingtotheaveragecellulardetentiontime(0C)(31days
for the 8h cycles and 76 days for the 12h cycles), an accumulation of nitrifiers canbe
expected. Withmodel simulation wecould calculatethesteady-state nitrification capacityfor
these sludge detention times with ixA=0.l d"1.It would be 12.5 mgN/l*h during theperiod
with 8hcycles and20.5 mgN/l*h during theperiod with 12hcycles.

Themodelfornitrification capacity variationinanSBRduringlong-termoperation (equation
25),ascanbe seen inFigure 9,givesagood responseforthe nitrification capacity variation
trend, butcannot explain thesharp fluctuations observed over a short period oftime. This
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suggests that even when present, not all of the autotrophic biomass are active.

CONCLUSIONS

The model for the respiration rate (r) during one cycle, including nitrification, oxidation of
readily biodegradable matter and endogenous respiration (equations 11-18) gives a good
simulation of the measured respiration rate.

A simulation with this model using parameters calculated from the previous cycle, together
withthe variablesSNH, SN02 andSs from the influent wastewater, gives a good prediction of
the total oxygen consumption and distribution during one cycle.

The endogenous respiration rate (rend) in a nitrifying SBR treating domestic wastewater can
be modelled with the proposed exponential equation (equation 17).

The model for long-term variation of nitrification capacity (rnNH) in an SBR (equation 25)
givesagoodresponseforthenitrification capacity variationtrend.However,itcannotexplain
the nitrification capacity fluctuation over a short period of time.
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NOMENCLATURE

cellular detention time (time)
M

specific growth rate (time"')

fi

maximum specific growth rate (time1)

V-A

specific growth rate for autotrophic biomass (time1)

fiA

maximum specific growth rate for autotrophic biomass (time1)

ATU

allylthiourea

bA

decay coefficient for autotrophic biomass (time1)

COD

chemical oxygen demand (massvolume"1)

COD+
dXJdt
K

volatile fatty acids as COD (massvolume"1)
rate of autotrophic biomass growth (mass volume"1time"1)
half-saturation coefficient, substrate concentration at one-half the maximum
growth rate (mass volume"')

K,

empirical constant (mass volume"1 time')

K2

empirical constant (time'1)

KNH

half-saturation coefficient for SNHoxidation (massvolume"1)

KN02

half-saturation coefficient for SN02 oxidation (massvolume"1)

Ks

half-saturation coefficient for Ss degradation (massvolume"1)

MLSS

total suspended solids (mass volume"1)

MLVSS

total volatile suspended solids (mass volume'1)

OUR

oxygen uptake rate (mass volume'1time"1)

Q,

average influent flow in SBR cycle (volume time')
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Qs

average sludge discharge flow in SBR cycle (volume time"1)

r

respiration rate (mass volume" 1 time"1)

rend

endogenous respiration rate (mass volume' 1 time' 1 )

rg

rate ofmicroorganism growth (mass volume" 1 time' 1 )

rA

growth rate ofnitrifiers (mass volume' 1 time"1)

rm

maximum rate of substrate utilization (mass volume' 1 time"1)

r

maximum rate ofSNlf oxidation or nitrification capacity

m,m

(mass volume" 1 time"1)
r

m,N02

maximum rate ofSN02 oxidation (mass volume' 1 time"1)

rmS

maximum rate of5 S consumption (mass volume" 1 time' 1 )

rNH

rate ofSNH oxidation (mass volume" 1 time"1)

rN02

rate ofSN02 oxidation (mass volume" 1 time' 1 )

roNH

respiration rate forSNH oxidation (mass volume" 1 time"1)

r

o,N02

respiration rate forSN02 oxidation (mass volume" 1 time' 1 )

roS

respiration rate forSs oxidation (mass volume' 1 time"1)

rs

rate of Ssconsumption (mass volume"1 time')

rra

rate of substrate utilization (mass volume"1time"1)

S

concentration of growth-limiting substrate in solution (mass volume'1)

SBR

Sequencing Batch Reactor

Sm

soluble ammonia nitrogen concentration (mass volume"1)

S^,

effluent SNH from SBR (mass volume"1)

SNHi

influent SNH into theSBR (mass volume' 1 )

SN02

soluble nitrite nitrogen concentration (mass volume" 1 )

Ss

readily biodegradable matter concentration (mass volume" 1 )
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/

time of reaction (time)

TKN

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (mass v o l u m e ' )

V

reactor volume (volume)

XB

concentration of microorganisms (mass volume" 1 )

XBA

concentration of autotrophic microorganisms (mass volume" 1 )

Xs

slowly biodegradable matter (mass volume' 1 )

Y

yield (mass mass" 1 )

YA

yield for autotrophic biomass (mass m a s s ' )

YH

yield for heterotrophic biomass (mass mass" 1 )
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CHAPTER 3

MODELLING RESPIRATION RATE AND NITRATE
REMOVAL IN A NITRIFYING/DENITRIFYING SBR
TREATING DOMESTIC WASTEWATER

3 MODELLING RESPIRATION RATE AND NITRATE REMOVAL
IN A NITRIFYING/DENITRIFYING SBR TREATING DOMESTIC
WASTEWATER

SUMMARY

This investigation aimstopresent amathematical model for the behaviour of respiration rate
andnitrateremoval inanactivated sludgeSequencing BatchReactor (SBR)with nitrification,
denitrification and carbon oxidation. This model is based on the response of the respiration
rate(r)measured duringnitrification andcarbonoxidation,andthenitrateremovalrateduring
the post-denitrification period.

For model validation, an SBRpilot plant (1m3)receiving domesticwastewater was operated
forthreemonths,andtheresultswerecomparedwiththemodel.Therespirationratewasused
to calibrate several parameters of the model. The simulation values matched well with the
measured respiration rate and nitrate removal. The model was ableto predict the respiration
rateanddenitrification inonecyclewithparameterstakenfrom thepreviouscycle.Parameter
changeswere followed during long-term operation, andsignificant variationswere observed,
too complex to be predicted. It can be concluded that r is a good parameter for on-line
monitoring of an activated sludge SBR with nitrification/denitrification processes.
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Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR); nitrification; denitrification; respiration rate; modelling;
domestic wastewater.

INTRODUCTION

Nitrification followed by denitrification is a widespread process for biological nitrogen
removal from wastewaters. One of the reasons for implementing nitrogen elimination in
wastewater treatment istocontrol eutrophication, asexcessnitratepromotesthe formation of
algal blooms in the receiving water bodies.While nitrification occurs in an aerobic
environment, denitrification is carried out by facultative heterotrophic bacteria in an anoxic
environment. Denitrifying microorganisms in activated sludge are part of the heterotrophic
biomass that normally use oxygen as an electron acceptor for the oxidation of organic
substrates (Henze, 1991). However, as the dissolved oxygen concentration decreases,
denitrifiers can use nitrate, if it is available, as an alternative electron acceptor (Klapwijk,
1978). There is evidence that the pathway for the transfer of electrons from the organic
substrate to the final electron acceptor is similar for oxygen and nitrate (Christensen and
Harremöes, 1977).AndMcClintock etal. (1988)showedthatCODremovalefficiencies were
nearly equal.

The recent requirements for low concentrations of nitrogen and phosphate inthe effluent of
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wastewater treatment plants has given further importance to denitrification processes. In
systems for biological P and N removal, Siebritz et al.(1983) showed that the presence of
nitrate inthe influent for a subsequent anaerobic step can limit or even stopthe biological P
removal.

On-line control of wastewater treatment plants is important not only from an economic
standpoint but also for achieving good effluent characteristics. The complexity of the most
recently developed biological treatment systems, along with the new effluent standards,
requires better and faster response control systems. With respect to denitrification, the
oxidationreductionpotential(ORP)wasusedasanon-linecontrolvariable.However, itmust
becombined withothercontrol systemsfor thecompletetreatment system(Charpentier etal.,
1987; Koch and Oldham, 1985).

Modelsallowforthedevelopmentofstrategiesforon-linecontrol.Therearepresentlymodels
to describe nitrification-denitrification in activated sludge processes (Di Pinto et al., 1990;
Claytonetal.,1991).Onegeneralmodelthatincludesnitrification-denitrification isthemodel
proposed bythe IAWPRCTask Group (Henzeetal.,1987),however, it isbased onvariables
that are difficult to be monitored on-line. The respiration rate was recognized as a useful
variable for testing the behaviour of activated sludge models (Spanjers, 1993).The use of a
mathematical modelwithrespirationrateasanimportantvariabletodescribenitrification and
carbon oxidation in a Sequencing Batch Reactor is presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

Based on the idea that the pathways for oxygen and nitrate utilization are similar for
denitrifiers, themodelfor respirationratewithaerobiccarbonoxidation,presented inChapter
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2, can also be used for the denitrification process. Regarding the kinetics involved, it was
demonstrated byvanHaandeletal.(1981)thatina single sludgedenitrification system,with
the anoxic volume fraction less than 40%, the mass production of sludge per mass COD
removed does not appear to be significantly different than that generated in a completely
aerobic system. Klapwijk (1978) showed that the kinetics for denitrifying activated sludge is
similar tothekinetics for aerobic activated sludge.Itcanbeinferred thattheyield anddecay
coefficients are not significantly affected and, therefore, a model for organic oxidation in an
aerobic environment can be used in an anoxic environment with the same parameters.

However, not all heterotrophic microorganisms are able to carry out denitrification.
Denitrifiers are a fraction of the total heterotrophic biomass. Some studies give information
about the fraction of denitrifiers in the heterotrophic biomass in activated sludge systems.
Henze (1987) presented theories for estimating the fraction of denitrifiers. In installations
without special measures to promote denitrification, Klapwijk (1978) concluded that
denitrifiers represent 20-40%oftheheterotrophic bacteria. Kristensen etal.(1992)estimated
that this fraction was 15-20%. Wilderer et al. (1987) used a fraction of denitrifiers of 20%
in amodel to describe denitrification. In sludges from nitrogenremoval plants, Kristensenet
al. (1992) estimated that the fraction of denitrifiers to heterotrophs was in the range of 4173%.

The symbols used in the text and equations of this thesis are employed in the same way as
in the Activated Sludge Model No. 1(Henze et al, 1987) to describe either the compound
or its concentration (see Nomenclature).
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Inthe Activated Sludge Model No. 1(Henze etal, 1987),theparameters r/gand i)hare used
to differentiate the processes of denitrification during oxidation of readily biodegradable
matter (Ss) and during oxidation oftheproductsof slowly biodegradable matter'shydrolysis.
The parameter i/g is a correction factor which adjusts for either the change inthe maximum
specific growth rate for heterotrophic biomass associated with anoxic conditions, or for the
fact thatonlypart ofthebiomasscandenitrify. Theparameter r\h isacorrection factor which
adjusts for the difference intherateofthehydrolysisof slowly biodegradable organic matter
under aerobic and anoxic conditions. It has been observed that under anoxic conditions, the
hydrolysis is slower then under aerobic conditions.

Inthepresent study, wehave assumed that only aportion oftheheterotrophic biomass (Fde^)
candenitrify. Ithasalsobeenassumedthatthefraction ofdenitrifiers hasa similar influence
onthenitrate removal ratewith orwithoutSs.Thefraction ofdenitrifiers (Fde„) isdetermined
as the ratio between the anoxic equivalent endogenous respiration rate (reœ/de„) and the
endogenous respiration rate (rem/).Theanoxic equivalent endogenous respiration rate (reildde„)
is the removal rate of nitrate expressed in oxygen equivalent (1 mg N03-N is 2.86 mg 0 2
equivalent) under anoxic conditions. According to our assumptions, the ratio of the anoxic
equivalent rate ofSsoxidation (r„s<fe„)tothe respiration rate forSsoxidation (roS) isequalto
Fden-

The model for the respiration rate during nitrification and carbon oxidation in an SBR,
presented inChapter 2ofthisthesis,wasalsousedfor thenitrifying/denitrifying SBR.During
theanoxicperiods,whennooxygenisavailableandnitrateispresent,roSdenandrendde„ occur,
rather thanroSandrend. Figure 1showsaschematic representation oftheseconsiderations for
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an SBR with aerobic and aerobic/anoxic cycles.
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Figure 1.

Schematic representation of oxygen consumption rate in an SBRfor Ss
oxidation and endogenous respiration versus time. (A) Totally aerobic cycle.
(B) Anoxic+aerobic+anoxic cycle, with the nitrogen-oxygen equivalent
consumption during the anoxic segments.
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Theobjectives ofthisstudy are:i)topresentadynamicmodelfor respirationrateandnitrate
removal in a nitrifying/denitrifying SBR, ii) to predict the behaviour of respiration rate and
nitrate concentration in acycle using model parameters calibrated in theprevious run, iii) to
follow parameter changes during long-term operation.

As wasproposed in Chapter 2, for thenitrification capacity (r^NH), the parameter change, as
a result of growth and sludge wastage, was compared with the model for variation during
long-term operation:

dt

V

s

V

Tovalidatethe model,apilot-plant SBRwasoperated continuously for threemonths in such
a way as to achieve the processes of carbon oxidation, nitrification, and both pre- and postdenitrification. During thisperiod, measurements of respiration rate were performed on-line
for process assessment.

The model for respiration rate and nitrate removal describes the respiration rate during the
aerobicperiodandthenitrate variation duringthe anoxicperiods.Based ontheammonia and
nitrate load to the SBR,parameters are calibrated from the measured respiration rate during
the aerobic period in the cycle itself and from the post-denitrification rate from a previous
cycle. For some parameters, default values are used.

Using themodelstopredictthe SBRprocesses,the respiration rate duringthe aerobic period
and the nitrate removal during the anoxic periods were simulated, using all parameters from
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the previous cycle and the actual ammonia and nitrate load rates.

During operation of an SBR, when there is an anoxic period just after feeding, it is very
difficult to get a good measurement of the respiration rate for Ss oxidation (roS) during the
aerobic period, due to the almost complete Ss consumption during the anoxic period.
Therefore, anexperiment wasperformed usingalaboratory-scale batchreactorparallel tothe
pilot plant, to verify the acceptability of the value adopted for the maximum rate of Ss
consumption (rnS). By adding acetate to the parallel reactor during post-denitrification, the
nitrate removal model response was assessed.

The calibrated values in each cycle for the empirical constants K, and K2,the nitrification
capacity (rmNH)andthefraction ofdenitrifiers intheheterotrophicbiomass(Fden) wereplotted
versus time. This made it possible to follow the parameter changes during long-term
operation.

BACKGROUND FOR MODELLING RESPIRATION RATE AND
NITRATE REMOVAL RATE

Depending on the electron acceptor present in a nitrifying/denitrifying SBR, two different
environmental conditions can be defined. Therefore, the model for a nitrifying/denitrifying
SBR has two different and complementary sub-models: i) for aerobic conditions and ii) for
anoxic conditions.
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RESPIRATION RATE (r)DURING THE AEROBIC PERIOD

According to the model presented in Chapter 2, the removal rates for Sm andSs are:

r

SNH

- r

' NH

(1\

' mJW

^NH

r

S

=r

+

SNH

^ £ _
' Ks + Ss

mS

(3)

The oxidation rates ofSm and Sscan be related to the rate of oxygen consumption as:
r

ow - 4-57 rm

V - (1 -

YH> rs

(4)

(S)

As shown in Chapter 2,during onecycle inan aerobic SBR,rendcanbe represented well by:
rend - K, exp(-tf2 0

Here, t is zero at the start of each SBRcycle.

The model proposed in Chapter 2 to represent r in an aerobic SBR with nitrification and
carbon oxidation is:
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(6)

r

- rofi

+

r

end

+ r

oW

( ? )

This model is also used for the aerobic period of an aerobic/anoxic SBR.

RATE OFNITRATE REDUCTION (rm3) DURING THE ANOXIC PERIOD

Denitrification can be defined as a biological redox reaction, where nitrate is converted to
nitriteandthenreducedtonitrogengas.Mostofthedenitrifying microorganismsinvolvedare
heterotrophic bacteria. The electron donor is biodegradable organic material and the redox
reaction takes place in an anoxic environment.

In an SBRunder aerobic conditions, theuse of oxygen by the heterotrophic microorganisms
can be modelled by the following equation:
(8)

Asmentioned before,previousstudieshavesuggestedthatthefacultative biomassresponsible
for the denitrification process uses oxygen or oxidized nitrogen as alternatives for the same
path(ChristensenandHarremöes, 1977;Klapwijk, 1978;vanHaandeletal.,1981).Thisleads
to the conclusion that the kinetics for organic carbon oxidation, for this group of organisms,
are similar in aerobic and anoxic environments.

Based onthepreviousassumptions for Fdm,asthe fraction ofdenitrifiers inthe heterotrophic
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biomass, r0$den andreM,rfe„ canbe defined as:
r

o$4*n "

den '"o$

' '

r

«KfcfeB " ^den ''end

'

'

The anoxic equivalent respiration rate (rde„), the nitrate removal expressed in oxygen
equivalent (1 mgN0 3 -N is2.86 mg 0 2 equivalent), can bedefined asthe respiration ratethe
denitrifiers would have if they had used oxygen. Using equations 8, 9 and 10, it canbe
writtenas:
r

den -

F

den <Tofi + reJ

(U>

Using theequivalent factor of2.86 mg0 2 permgnitrate reduced tonitrogen gas, rdencan be
expressed asa function ofthe rates of nitrate reduction (rN03):
'äen - 2-86 rm3

(12)

Combining equations 11and12 gives:

1

2.86

FdenK^'-eJ

In an SBR with thefollowing conditions: i) readily biodegradable matter unavailable, ii)no
nitrification andiii)nitrite notpresent, equation 13canbe rewrittenas:
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<13>

' * -^

(")

Hence,Fden can be determined bythe relationship betweenrN03 andr^. Thefirstrate canbe
determined by laboratory analyses and the second by respirometry.

Equation 13canpredictrN03 usingFden and information from respirometry. Therefore, inthis
study, equations 2-7 were applied during the aerobic period and equation 13applied during
the anoxic period, to describe the oxygen respiration rate (or anoxic equivalent respiration
rate) during one cycle in an SBR with activated sludge under conditions of nitrification,
carbon oxidation and denitrification. Thevariation inthe nitrification capacity wasmodelled
by equation 1.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

PILOT-PLANT SBR

The pilot-plant SBR (Figure 2) consisted of a cylindrical polystyrene vessel with a total
volumeof 1.3 m3.Themainequipmentconnectedtothereactorwere:threepneumaticvalves,
controlled by an electromagnetic device (for influent, effluent and air supply commands);
three float-level contactors, used to control fill and draw activities inthe reactor; and a unit
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for pH control (pump to dose NaOH solution). Probes for measuring temperature, pH and
dissolved oxygenwere installed inthereactor. Onthebottom ofthereactor,twoporoustube
diffusers (60mmx 600mm) connected totheair supply linewere installed (also responsible
for mixing during aeration).A propeller was connected to a stirring motor, to mix whenthe
reactor had no aeration.

RESPIRATION METER

EFFLUENT 4

xj.-

PILOT PU\NTSBR
Î AIR

Figure 2.

Schematic view of the SBR pilot plant used in the experiment.

The pilot-plant SBRwas connected to a measuring and control system which consisted of a
respiration meter, an analog and digital input/output board (I/O board) and a personal
computer.
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The continuous respiration meter (prototype of the RA-1000, Manotherm, The Netherlands)
consisted of a closed respiration vessel through which activated sludge liquor was pumped.
The inflow and outflow dissolved oxygen concentration was measured by the same oxygen
sensor, by periodically changing the flow direction (Spanjers, 1993).

OPERATION

Thepilot-plant SBRwasoperated for threemonths,withcycles of 12hours,each cyclewith
sevenperiods.Figure3schematically showsthetimetable for theseperiods.Theperiodsare:
i) MIXED FILL; ii) MIXED REACT I; iii) AERATED REACT I; iv) MIXED REACT II;
v) AERATED REACT II; vi) SETTLE; and vii) DRAW. At the beginning of the cycle,the
reactor received 500 1 pre-settled domestic wastewater and at the end 500 1 of effluent was
drawn. The influent used was pre-settled domestic wastewater (Bennekom Municipal
Treatment Plant, TheNetherlands; Table I).

During the cycles, the pH was maintained at around 7.2 by dosing NaOH solution. Excess
sludgewasdischarged duringtheAERATED REACTperiod ataratecorresponding to1/15
of thetotal reactor volume per day (66.7 1 per day).DuringtheAERATED REACTperiods,
aerobicconditionsweremaintainedinthereactor,withdissolvedoxygenconcentrationsabove
2 mg/1. Thetemperature of the activated sludge varied during the three months of operation
from 10.5° C to 15° C, due to variation in the influent and air temperature. The average
MLSS and MLVSS were 2.10 ± 0.40 g/1 and 1.79 ± 0.32 g/1, respectively.
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Table I. Wastewater characteristics (averaged values).
COMPONENT

CONCENTRATION

N# SAMPLES

389 ± 102

39

COD,,,(mg/1)

46 ± 15

22

TKN (mgN/1)

82 ±21

36

V (mgN/1)

62 ± 18

39

COD(mg/1)

DRAW

MIXED FILL

PRE-DENITRIFICATION

MIXED REACT I

AERATED REACT

MIXED REACT
POST-DENITRIFICATION

AERATED REACT I

Figure 3.

Timetable for the SBR cycle (12h).

Thedatafromthe on-line surveillance ofthereactor operationwere stored,namely realtime,
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reactor temperature, dissolved oxygen in the reactor, dissolved oxygen in the respiration
vessel, pH in the reactor and r.

PARAMETER CALIBRATION FOR r AND rN03 MODELS DURING ONE CYCLE

Theparametersused inthemodelswereeitherdefault valuesfromtheliterature,orcalibrated
by respirogram analysis. Using a simulation programme (see Annex 2) written in SIMNON
(Elmqvistetal, 1990),theresultsfromthedifferential equations systemwerecomparedwith
the measured respirogram. Parameters were calibrated by trial and error until the simulation
came close tothe measured values. Theparameters used arepresented inTable II, indicating
where calibrated and default values were used.

Measurement of r was done during the AERATED REACT I period. The r value, based on
the average for the last 15 minutes of the period, was used for comparison with the postdenitrification rate.Considering thatatthispointnoreadilybiodegradablematterwaspresent
andnonitrification wastakingplace,rwasequaltoremi(equation 7).The post-denitrification
rate (rN03) was determined by the decrease in the nitrate concentration during the MIXED
REACTIIperiod,assumingazero-orderreaction.Therelationshipbetweenthe denitrification
rate (rN03) and reml (equation 14) was used to calculate Fden.
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Table II. Parameters
Parameter
Fden

K,

r

m,NH

Default value or calibration process
Respirogram + nitrate analysis

Reference
Present study

Respirogram analysis

Chapter 2 - This thesis

Respirogram analysis

Chapter 2 - This thesis

1.0mgN/1

Henze et al.(1987)

20 mg COD/1

Henze et al. (1987)

Respirogram analysis

Chapter 2 - This thesis

Respirogram analysis

Chapter 2 - This thesis

Henze etal.(1987)

0.5

PARAMETERFORTHE rmNHVARIATIONMODELDURINGLONG-TERMOPERATION

The ßA valueisneededfor equation 1.Doldetal.(1980)reported avalueof 0.21 d"1 for ßA20,
for settled wastewater from Cape Town (South Africa). To correct ßA for the temperature
effect, the equation ßAT = ßA20 (1.123)(T'm)was proposed (temperature range from 12° C to
20° C). Using this equation, the value of 0.09 d"1 can be calculated for the average
temperature during operation (12.7 °C). The corrected ßA value was used in equation 1 to
predict the nitrification capacity variation during long-term operation.
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LABORATORY-SCALE BATCH

The rmS parameter was difficult to obtain from the respirograms, because in almost all the
experiments 5$ wasalready oxidized duringthe MIXEDFILL and MIXED REACTperiods.
Therefore, toevaluatetheaccuracy oftheestimatedrmS,anexperiment wascarried outusing
both the pilot-plant SBR and the laboratory-scale batch reactor. The laboratory-scale batch
reactor consisted of areactor with avolume capacity of 101,and probes similar tothe pilotplant SBR. The air wassupplied via aporoustube diffuser onthebottom ofthereactor. The
experimentcomparednitrateremovalduringpost-denitrification withandwithouttheaddition
of an external carbon source. At the end of the AERATED REACT I period, 8 1 of mixed
liquorfrom thepilot-plant SBRwastransferred tothelaboratory-scale batchreactor and after
achieving anoxic conditions, 1g sodium acetate (CH3COONa-3H20) was added. The batch
reactor's temperature and pH were similar to the pilot-plant SBR. The parameters (rnS, Ks,
K„K2and Fde„) were calibrated from the respirogram duringthe aerobic period in the pilotplant SBR. By using these values in equation 13,the nitrate decrease in both reactors was
simulated. During the MIXED REACT II period inthepilot-plant SBR, S swasnot present.
The pilot-plant SBR and the laboratory-scale batch reactor were sampled simultaneously.

ANALYSES

AlltheanalysesweredoneaccordingtoAPHA(1985).Samplesweretakenfrom the influent
and from the mixed liquor at different times. Samples from the mixed liquor were filtrated
(Whatman glass microfibre 1um). All sampleswere analyzed for COD,nitrogen (SNH, SN02,
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nitrate), suspended solids (MLSS) and volatile suspended solids (MLVSS). The influent was
also analyzed for volatile fatty acidsasCOD (CODWA) and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN).

RESULTS

For parameter calibration from the model of equations 2-7 (rmNH,rmS, K, and K2), model
responseduringtheaerobicperiodwascomparedwiththermeasurements.Themethodology
for K, andK2determination used in equation 6wasthe sameasthat used inChapter 2 inthe
model to describe nitrification and carbon oxidation in an SBR. In the present study, t=0 is
the beginning oftheMIXEDFILLperiod. Default valueswereusedfor the other parameters
(KNH, Ks, and YH).Table II shows the default values used and the parameters that were
calibrated.

The respirographic information about rendwas used for Fdm determination according to
equation 14.Thedetermined Fde„value,together withthe otherparameters obtainedfromthe
respirogram in the aerobic period, were used to simulate the respiration rate and nitrate
removal during the whole cycle (equations2-7 and 13).Figure 4 showsthe results of oneof
these simulations, together with the measured r and nitrate removal.
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Time(h)
- r - - r (Model) ' N i t r a t e

Figure 4.

Nitrate (Model)

Measured respirogram and nitratevariation from acycle,together with model
response for r andnitrate. Parameters: K, =21,K2=0.07,rmNH= 5.8mg
N/l*h, rmS = 240 mg COD/l*h, Fdm = 0.55 (average remt before postdenitrification = 11.5mg 02/l*handrm3 during post-denitrification =2.2 mg
N/l*h). Initial variables inthe influent: SNH=55 mgN/1 andCODvfa =44 mg
COD/1. Initial variable inthereactor: nitrate concentration =33mg N/1.

To evaluatethe predictability ofthemodel (equations7and13),parameters from aprevious
cycle (rmNH,rmS,K„K2andFeJ) wereused. Variablesthat givethe initialcondition aboutthe
substrate were from thestudied cycle. Figure 5shows anexample ofthese predictions.
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Figure 5.

T

N03 - ~ N 0 3 (Predicted)

Measured respirogram and nitrate variation from a complete cycle, together
with model prediction for respiration rate (r) and nitrate concentration with
parameters from aprevious cycle. Parameters:K, = 15,K2= 0.11, rmNH= 6.0
mgN/l*h,rmS= 240mg COD/l*h,Fdm= 0.5. Initial variables inthe influent:
Sm =65 mg N/1and CODvfa = 51 mg COD/1. Initial variable in the reactor:
nitrate concentration = 32 mg N/1.

Figure6presentstheresultsfrom thepost-denitrification experiment with acetate addition in
thelaboratorybatchreactor.Themeasurednitrateconcentrationovertimefrom thepilot-plant
SBR (without external carbon source) and from the laboratory-scale batch reactor (with
external acetate addition) were compared with the response from the model of equation 13
with only rend and with rend plus roS.The model parameters were from the studied cycle.
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Figure 6.

Nitrate variation during post-denitrification from pilot-plant SBR (without
external carbon addition)andfrom laboratory-scalebatchreactor (withacetate
addition). Measured and model from equation 12response.

Themeasured amount of nitrate denitrified during pre-denitrification wascompared with the
model results (equation 13). Table III shows this comparison for several cycles. The model
response is presented with two fractions: denitrification due to oxidation of Ss and due to
endogenous respiration.
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Table in. Nitrate removal during pre-denitrification (measured andmodelled).
Nitrate removed (mgN/1)
Cycles
evaluated

Fdm

Modelled
Ss oxidation

Endogenous resp.

Total"

Measured
Total

1

0.37

4.3

2.7

7.0

11.0

2

0.55

5.6

3.9

9.5

12.2

3

0.59

4.6

4.2

8.8

10.3

4

0.40

4.7

2.9

7.6

11.6

5

0.50

6.6

3.6

10.2

13.3

6

0.47

5.6

3.5

9.1

13.6

7

0.31

4.0

2.3

6.3

13.9

8

0.52

6.9

3.8

10.7

13.5

9

0.51

3.8

3.6

7.4

7.8

10

0.40

3.7

2.9

6.6

9.5

11

0.24

3.6

1.8

5.4

3.0

12

0.41

2.5

3.0

5.5

4.0

13

0.40

4.4

2.9

7.3

6.6

14

0.44

4.6

3.2

7.8

9.4

15

0.48

5.2

3.5

8.7

10.2

16

0.53

5.5

3.8

9.3

13.9

17

0.49

5.6

3.1

8.7

11.3

"Total =Ss oxidation +endogenous respiration
Figure7showsthemeasuredSNHand CODfrom influent wastewater. Theaveragevaluesfor
SNHj also presented in Figure 7, areused for the following simulation of the nitrification
capacity variation during long-term operation (equation 1).Tocalculatetheaverage values,
the operation period was arbitrarily divided into small intervals inwhich theSNHiwas more
or lessconstant. The average values inthese intervalswere calculated and used inthe model
simulation.
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Figure 7.

MeasuredSNHand CODinfluent tothe SBR. (A) Measured 5 ^ , together with
the averaged values used for equation 1simulation. (B) Measured COD.

To use the model for nitrification capacity variation in an SBR during long-term operation
(equation 1),someparameters andvariables shouldbe determined orassumed. Theaveraged
valuesofSmi arepresented inFigure7.TheaveragedvalueofSNHe isequalto0mgN/1.The
averaged volume of sludge discharged per day, 66.7 1/day,is used for Qs.For ftA,the value
of 0.09 d"1is used. The simulation of equation 1 for nitrification capacity variation during
long-term operation is shown in Figure 8.
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The SBRpilot plant wasoperated for three months. Seventeen cycles were analyzed and the
parametersFden, K„K2andrmNHwerecalibrated according totheprocedurespresented inthis
chapter. These parameters are shown in Figure 8.
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Variation ofparameters (rmNH,Fden, K,and K2)over time.(A) EstimatedrmNH
together withmodelresponse(equation 1).(B)DeterminedFdm.(C)Estimated
K,. (D) EstimatedK2.
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DISCUSSION

As can be seen from the results presented in Figure 5, the model's capability for describing
respiration rate (r) and nitrate concentrations during an SBR cycle can be considered
satisfactory. Themodelfornitratevariationduringpost-denitrificationfitsthemeasuredpoints
with good approximation. Thisresponsecanbeexpected, asthefactor Fdenused inthemodel
wasderived from therelationship betweenthe observeddenitrification rate andthe measured
rend. However,fromTableIIIwecanseethatthemeasurednitrateremovalwasalwayshigher
than the simulated. To explain this, Fde„,rmSandYH should be further evaluated.

Based on the idea that the denitrifiers use oxygen and nitrate in the same way (Christensen
and Harremöes, 1977; Klapwijk, 1978; van Haandel et al, 1981), Fden is considered to
represent thefractionof denitrifiers intheheterotrophic biomass.Thevalue of theparameter
Fden was used to describe denitrification during all of the SBR cycles. In the present study,
Fden was determined during thepost-denitrification step,whenSswasnot present. Then, Fden
wasextrapolated and used by the modelto describethepre-denitrification step,whenSswas
present.

IntheActivated SludgeModelNo. 1(Henze etal, 1987),theparameter »jgadjusts for either
the change in the maximum specific growth rate for heterotrophic biomass associated with
anoxicconditions orbecause onlypart ofthebiomasscandenitrify. Theparameteri\k adjusts
for the difference inthe rate of the hydrolysis of slowly biodegradable organic matter under
aerobic and anoxic conditions. In this model it is assumed that during anoxic conditions
hydrolysis is slower than during aerobic conditions. Therefore, t)g and i\hare used to
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differentiate theprocessesofdenitrification duringoxidationofSsandduringoxidationofthe
products of slowly biodegradable matter's hydrolysis.

The above evaluation of r/gandr\h leadsto the conclusion that usingFden, determined during
thepost-denitrification period,topredictnitrateremovalduringthepre-denitrification period,
wouldunderestimateroSdm. Inaddition,duetothesmallamountofSspresent inthe domestic
wastewater, the resulting underestimation would not be so high. However, the results
presented in Figure 6 indicate that the Fden value can be used to predict nitrate removal.

In a nitrifying/denitrifying SBR operated with the pre-denitrification step,the estimation of
rms isvery difficult. After thefirstanoxicperiod,almostnoSsisleft forthefollowing aerobic
period. In this case, the respirogram does not show enough information for a good rnS
estimation.

The parameter YH has a strong influence on the total amount of nitrate to be used for S s
oxidation in the pre-denitrification period. Consequently, we can assume that the
underestimation of the nitrate removal simulation (Table III) is caused by overestimationof
YH. By using YH=0.25, the simulated nitrate removal comes closer to the measured values.

Allthese considerationslead totheconclusion that itisvery importanttocarryout additional
experiments to improvetheYHandroScalibration. Also, it isimportant tovalidate the useof
Fden during the pre-denitrification process.

The model capability for prediction is reasonable if parameters from a previous cycle are
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used. Figure 5 showsthatthe trend inr andnitrate concentration behaviour during the cycle
can be described by the models from equations 2-7 and 13with good agreement. Therefore,
the model from equation 13canbe used for on-line control of denitrification in an SBR. By
using respirogram information together with nitrate analyses, it is possible to predict
denitrification rates in a future cycle and, consequently, the needed anoxic time.

Figure6clearly showsthatFden givesslowerdenitrification rateswhenitisusedwithroS.The
model response also indicates a trend towards nitrate concentration, although the measured
nitrate concentrations are below the model description. This can also be explained by the
imprecision in roSde„ determination as was discussed above.

Figure 8 shows that parameter (rmNH,Fdm,K, and K2) variation over time is high. The most
important aspect related to this isthe difficulty in simulating long-term operation inan SBR
system with fixed parameter values. Some correlation between change in the influent
wastewater characteristics and change inthe parameters indicatesthat amodelwith feedback
would be an important stage. This is particularly important for rmNHand Fdm.

InFigure 8,thecomparisonbetweenthemodelresponseofequation 1andtheestimatedrmNH
value shows that the model can predict atrend for nitrification capacity variation over time.
It can also be seen that the model has a close relation between SNHj inthe influent shown in
Figure 7 and the system nitrification capacity. Considering that SNHe was consistently zero,
it isevident from equation 1that an increase inthe nitrogen load would mean an increase in
the nitrification capacity. However, the model cannot predictthe suddenvariations observed
in the estimated values.
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The determined values of Fdmfluctuatedaround the mean of 0.45 ± 0.09. However, Figure
8 showsthatthese changescould bequite sharp. Consideringthe assumption thatFde„ can be
associated with the fraction of denitrifiers in the heterotrophic biomass, the changes in the
determined Fden means changes in the biomass composition and/or biomass activity. An
explanation for thisvariation canbethe change inthe organicloadthat goesintothe system.
ComparingtheFdmvalues' evolution inFigure 8withtheinfluent CODvalues' evolution in
Figure 7,some association betweenthe changeinthe organicload andthe change inthe Fde„
can be seen. Considering that the first environment inthe SBR cycle is anoxic, when most
of the readily biodegradable substrate is available, it can be expected that the growth of
denitrifiers is greater than the aerobic fraction of the heterotrophic biomass. However, some
fluctuation cannot be explained by these considerations, which means that some further
explanation is needed.

An important conclusion from long-term operation isthat other environmental factors, such
as floe size and mixing energy, and perhaps more importantly, the combination of
environmental factors, should be studied to have a better understanding of parameter
variations.

CONCLUSIONS

The model for the rate of nitrate reduction (equation 13) can be used to represent the
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denitrification process in an SBR treating domestic wastewater and is able to predict
denitrification in one cycle with parameters taken from the previous cycle.

The model for respiration rate (equations 2-7) can be used for the nitrification and carbon
oxidation processes during the aerobic period in an SBRtreating domestic wastewater.

During long-term operation, parameter variation is significant and, therefore, too complexto
be predicted. In the particular case of rmNH, the model for nitrification capacity variation in
an SBRduring long-term operation (equation 1)canexplainthevariationtrend,butitcannot
explain the abrupt changes. Regular parameter calibration is necessary.

NOMENCLATURE

fiA

maximum specific growth rate for autotrophic biomass (time1)

(lAf20

ßA at 20 °C (time1)

ftAT

ßA at temperature T (time1)

COD

chemical oxygen demand (mass volume'1)

COD^

volatile fatty acids as COD (mass volume')

Fden

ratio between anoxic equivalent respiration rate and aerobicrespiration rateor
fraction of denitrifiers

K,

empirical constant (mass volume"1 time')

K2

empirical constant (time1)
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K„

ammonia half-saturation coefficient for S^, oxidation
(mass volume"1)

Ks

half-velocity constant for Ss oxidation by heterotrophic biomass
(mass volume"1)

MLSS

total suspended solids (mass volume'1)

MLVSS

total volatile suspended solids (mass volume')

a

average influent flow in SBR cycle (volume time"1)

Qs

average sludge discharge flow in SBR cycle (volume time')
respiration rate (mass volume"1time"1)
anoxic equivalent respiration rate (mass volume"1time'1)
endogenous respiration rate (mass volume"1 time')

end,den

'm,NH

anoxic equivalent endogenous respiration rate (mass volume"1time'1)
maximum rate of S ^ oxidation or nitrification capacity
(mass volume"1 time')

'm,S

maximum rate of Ss consumption (mass volume"1time"1)
rate of Smi oxidation (mass volume"1 time')
rate of nitrate reduction (mass volume"1time'1)
respiration rate for S ^ oxidation (mass volume"1time"1)
respiration rate for Ss oxidation (mass volume'1 time'1)

' o.S,den

anoxic equivalent rate of Ss oxidation (mass volume'1time"1)
rate of Ss consumption (mass volume"1 time')

SBR

Sequencing Batch Reactor
soluble ammonia nitrogen concentration (mass volume')
effluent SNH from SBR (massvolume"1)
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SNHi

influent SNHinto SBR (mass volume"1)

Ss

readily biodegradable substrate concentration (mass volume'1)

t

time of reaction (time)

T

temperature (°C)

TKN

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (mass volume"1)

V

reactor volume (volume)

YH

yield for heterotrophic biomass (mass mass"1)
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CHAPTER 4

MODELLING NITRIFICATION, DENITRIFICATION
AND BIOLOGICAL PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL IN AN
SBR TREATING DOMESTIC WASTEWATER BASED
ON RESPIROMETRY
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MODELLING NITRIFICATION, DENITRIFICATION AND

BIOLOGICAL PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL IN AN SBR TREATING
DOMESTIC WASTEWATER BASED ON RESPIROMETRY

SUMMARY

Thisinvestigation aimstodevelopanon-linemonitoringprocedurefor biological phosphorus
removal in a Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR). For this, a mathematical model for an
activated sludge SBR with nitrification, denitrification, carbon oxidation and phosphorus
removal wasproposed. This model is based on the response of respiration rate (/•)measured
during nitrification, carbon oxidation and phosphorus removal, together with the behaviour
of phosphate and acetate asproposed by Gujer etal.(1994) for theActivated Sludge Model
No. 2.

For model validation, an SBR pilot plant (1 m3) receiving settled domestic wastewater plus
acetic acid solution was operated for five months and the results were compared with the
model. The simulation values for phosphate, acetate, ammonia, nitrate and respiration rate
wereingoodagreement withthemeasured ones.However, inactivated sludgeplantstreating
domestic wastewater with biological phosphorus removal, the respiration related to the
phosphate uptake process was low in comparison with the other oxygen consumption
processes. Therefore, the respiration rate due to phosphate uptake was in the range of the
measuring uncertainty of the equipment. With these results, it can be concluded that r is a
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good variable for on-line monitoring of an activated sludge SBR with
nitrification/denitrification processes,butitsuseislimitedtothephosphorusremovalprocess.

KEY WORDS

SequencingBatchReactor(SBR);nitrification;denitrification;biologicalphosphorusremoval;
respiration rate; modelling; domestic wastewater.

INTRODUCTION

Because phosphate is a key factor in the eutrophication of receiving water, phosphorus
removal during wastewater treatment is an important process (Vinçonneau et al, 1985;
Yeoman et al, 1988).

Biological phosphorus removal is basically achieved through modification of the activated
sludgeprocess.Acombination ofanaerobicandaerobicenvironmentsisimplemented inorder
for the excess phosphorus to be taken up by a group of heterotrophic organisms called
phosphorus accumulating organisms (PAOs). These organisms are strongly affected by the
competition with denitrifier organisms for organic carbon compounds. For this reason,
denitrification is always part of the biological phosphorus removal process in nitrifying
activated sludge plants. (Appeldoorn, 1993;Marais et al, 1983).
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Studies have shown the capability of activated sludge Sequencing Batch Reactors (SBR) to
remove nutrients. With respect to biological phosphorus removal, the SBR is described as a
veryefficient alternativetoconventionalactivated sludgesystems(ManningandIrvine,1985;
Shin and Park, 1991;Vlekke et al, 1988). The results from van Niel (1993) show that the
SBR system can have apopulation of PAOs inthe range of 37-85% of the total population.

Sincethe early seventies, mathematical models for theconventional activated sludge process
have been strongly developed, with a tendency towards explanatory dynamic models. These
models,liketheonedeveloped bytheIAWPRCTaskGroup(Henzeetal, 1987),arelimited
in that the parameters used can not be monitored on-line. Spanjers (1993) showed the
potential for respirometry to monitor the conventional activated sludge process.Amodel for
a nitrifier/denitrifier SBR, using respiration rate as an important parameter, is presented in
Chapter 2.Gujer etal (1994)incorporated biological phosphorus removal intothe Activated
Sludge Model No. 1 and presented the Activated Sludge Model No. 2. Calibration and
verification of their model has been indicated as a priority in their paper.

Thepresent study intendsto: i)monitorthebiologicalphosphorusremovalprocessinanSBR
during long-term operation; ii) incorporate the biological phosphorus removal equations
presented by Gujer et al (1994) into the model presented in Chapter 3. In this research, an
SBR pilot plant was operated for five months.

The pilot-plant SBR used in this study consisted of two reactors: i) a 300 1 reactor with an
anaerobic/anoxic environment and ii) a 1000 1 reactor with an anoxic/aerobic environment.
Laboratory analysis and respirometry were used to monitor the plant.
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THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF C, NAND P REMOVAL IN AN SBR

MODEL FOR CARBON OXIDATION, NITRIFICATION AND DENITRIFICATION
DURING ONE SBR CYCLE

In Chapter 3 of this thesis, the removal of SNH and Ss during the aerobic period in an SBR
with nitrification and carbon oxidation is described by:
S
r

NH

= r

mJM

(1)

ç

v

Ss

(2)

Ks + Ss

The oxidation rates ofSNH andSs can be related to the rate of oxygen consumption as:
r

ow

-

4

- 5 7 rNH

'o,S - (1 - YH) rs

It is shown in Chapter 2 of this thesis that during one cycle in an aerobic SBR, rem/ can be
well represented with the exponential equation:
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<3>

(4)

rend = Kx exp(-K2 t)

(5)

In this case, t is zero at the start of each SBRcycle.

The model proposed in Chapter 3 to represent r in the aerobic period of an aerobic/anoxic
SBR with nitrification, denitrification and carbon oxidation is:
r

- rom

+ r

oJ

+ r

<6>

end

In an SBR under anoxic conditions, the following model is proposed to describe
denitrification (Chapter 3):

r

N03- J^

F

den ^

+ T

eJ

^

BIOLOGICAL PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL

Biological phosphorus removal is a process carried out by aerobic microorganisms called
phosphorus accumulating organisms(PAOs)which areabletoaccumulate excessphosphates
intheir cells. To accumulate PAOsin an activated sludgeplant, the following conditions are
necessary: i) the activated sludge hastopassthrough an anaerobic environment followed by
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an aerobic environment, ii) there is no nitrate present during the anaerobic period.

During the anaerobic period, PAOs selectively take up acetates into their cells, using stored
poly-phosphates as energy source, andrelease phosphates into the liquid phase. The acetates
takenuparestoredaspoly-ß-hydroxyalkanoates(PHA)inthecells.Duringtheaerobicperiod,
PHA ismetabolized, providing energy for the excessuptake of availableorthophosphate and
the growth of biomass.

An activated sludge SBR receiving domestic wastewater can perform carbon oxidation,
nitrification, denitrification and biological P removal. To achieve this, a succession of
anaerobic,anoxicandaerobicconditionshastobearranged. SeveralSBRplant configurations
are possible. One of these configurations, using two batch reactors, is shown in Figure 1,
together with the comparable conventional, continuous plug-flow system.
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Ft

Anaerobic

Anoxic

j

Aerobic

stage

stage

|

stage

Return sludge

I Influent
REACTOR 1

Figure 1.

Scheme for the SBR combination in order to achieve carbon oxidation,
nitrification, denitrification and biological P removal (A), together with the
comparable conventional, continuous plug-flow system (B).

Thedifferent environmental conditionsinReactors 1 and2inducethedifferent processes for
nitrogen and phosphate. In the anaerobic/anoxic Reactor 1, some denitrification takes place
and phosphate is released. In the anoxic/aerobic Reactor 2, denitrification takes place,
followed by nitrification and phosphate uptake.
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For nitrogen, Reactor 2 can be considered a nitrifying/denitrifying SBR and the model
developed in Chapter 3, represented by the set of equations 1-6, can be applied, with an
extension to describe phosphate uptake.

For the anoxicperiod inReactor 1,thedenitrification model (equation 7)canbeapplied. For
the subsequent anaerobic period, an extra model to describe phosphate release is needed.

MODELLING PHOSPHATE RELEASE

Gujer et al. (1994) proposed the following equation for the rate ofXPHA storage during the
anaerobic period:
X
PplXPAO
y
,
v
IV
PAO
v
à
K
+
Ä
Ä
A
PP
Ppl PAO

^4
^ Q

r

PHA ~ 1?HA ir

K

A

+

(0\

Equation 8describes the organic storage ofXPHA inthe cells. If fermentation productsSA are
available,PAOsarepresumed to storethese organicsinthe form ofpoly-hydroxy-alkanoates
underallenvironmental conditions.Theenergyfor thisprocessisderived from the hydrolysis
of poly-phosphates (XPP) and leads to the release of soluble phosphorus (SP04).

The rate of SAuptake from the liquid phase of a batch reactor is then:
(9)
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The phosphate released can be related to the acetate used by a stoichiometric factor (YP04).
Then, the rate of phosphate release is:
r

P04 " *P04 rPHA

*

'

MODELLING PHOSPHATE UPTAKE

Duringthe aerobicperiod,PHAismetabolized andtheresulting energy isused for phosphate
uptake and biomass production. Gujer et al. (1994) proposed the following equation to
describe the rate ofXPP storage:

SQ2
r

PP " QpP

Km

+

Sp04

*PHAJ*PAO

^02 KP + Spot KpHA + XpHA/XpAO

^MAX

^PPl^PAO

v

nî\
X-PAO ^

KIPp + Xpp/XpAO

Underaerobicconditions,itisassumedthatPAOsstoresolublephosphorus(SP0^) inthe form
ofintracellularpoly-phosphates (XPP).Therequiredenergyforthisprocessstemsfrom organic
storage products (XPHA)in the cell. When S02 » K02, the fraction due to the oxygen in
equation 11can be ignored.

During phosphate uptake in the aerobic period, PHAis oxidized resulting in oxygen uptake.
According to Smolders et al. (1994), the ratio for the consumed 0 2 is 0.31 mol 0 2 per mol
P, or the ratio oxygen consumed for Puptake (f0/P)is equal to 0.35 g 0 2 per gphosphate-P.
The equivalent respiration rate for P uptake is:
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V - foip rpp

<12>

Considering the rate for Puptake,the model for respiration rate duringthe aerobic period in
an SBR (equation 6) can be expressed as:
<13>

r

- roW

+ r

o,S

+ r

end

+

V

Therefore, in this study, equations 1-5and 13 were used to describe r from nitrogen and
carbon oxidation plus phosphate uptake, during the aerobic period. Equation 7 was applied
during the anoxic period to describe denitrification. For model calibration of the P release
process, equations 8-10 were applied during the anaerobic period of the pilot-plant SBR
operation. For model calibration on P uptake, equations 11 and 12 were used during the
aerobic period.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

In this study, a pilot-plant SBR was operated in order to have: i) a mixed culture able to
perform carbon oxidation, nitrification, denitrification andbiological phosphorus removal;ii)
long-termrespirometricmeasurementsduringtheaeratedperiod;andiii)long-termassessment
of the biological phosphorus removal process.
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Thepilot-plant SBR (Figure 2) consisted of two cylindric polystyrene vessels, the first with
atotal volume of 0.35 m3(Reactor 1)andthe second with atotal volume of 1.3 m3 (Reactor
2).
I INFLUENT
l
l

?
MOTOR

RESPIRATION METER

f AIR

Figure 2.

Schematic view of the SBR pilot plant used in the experiment.

ThemainequipmentconnectedtoReactor 1 included:onepneumaticvalve,controlled byan
electromagnetic device (influent control);three float-level switches, used to control fill and
drawactivitiesinthereactor;onebottom-level switch(tocontroltheendofdraw);apropeller
connected to a stirring motor, for mixing without aeration; a pump to discharge activated
sludge from Reactor 1into Reactor 2 (Pump 1); and a unit to dose acetic acid. Probes for
measuring temperature, pH and dissolved oxygen were installed in the reactor.

The main equipment connected to Reactor 2 included: two pneumatic valves, controlled by
an electromagnetic device (effluent and air supply control); three float-level switches, used
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to control fill and draw activities in the reactor; a unit for pH control (pump to dose NaOH
solution); a propeller connected to a stirring motor for mixing without aeration; a pump to
discharge mixed liquor from Reactor 2 into Reactor 1(Pump 2); and a pump to discharge
excess sludge. Probes for measuring temperature, pH and dissolved oxygen were installed in
the reactor. On the bottom of the reactor, two porous tube diffusers (60 mm x 600 mm)
connected to the air supply line were installed (also responsible for mixing during aeration).

The pilot-plant SBR was connected with a measuring and control system. The system
consisted of a respiration meter, an analog and digital input/output board (I/O board) and a
personal computer.

A continuous respiration meter (prototype of the RA-1000) was used, which consisted of a
closed respiration vessel through which activated sludge could be pumped. The inflow and
outflow dissolved oxygen concentration was measured using the same oxygen sensor, by
periodically changing the flow direction (Spanjers, 1993).

INFLUENT

Theinfluent used during this studywaspre-settled domestic wastewater from the Bennekom
Municipal Treatment Plant (The Netherlands). Acetic acid was added tothis influent from a
feed solution (500ml of 80%acetic acid solutiondiluted in30 1 tap water).TheCOD ofthe
acetic acid feed solution was periodically checked and the amount of solution dosed to the
pilot plant wasenoughto supply anextra 100mgCOD/1 tothe influent wastewater. Average
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values of the analyzed variables are presented in Table I.

Table I. Influent characteristics, after addition of acetic acid.
COMPONENT

CONCENTRATION

N# SAMPLES

443 ± 106

37

CODvfa (mgCOD/1)

142 + 22

20

SA(mg COD/1)

132± 18

20

TKN (mgN/1)

71 ±31

34

V (mgN/1)

53 ±22

37

SP04(mg P/l)

7 +3

37

COD(mg/1)

SLUDGE FOR THE PILOT PLANT

To start operation of the pilot-plant SBR, seed sludge was taken from the sewage treatment
plant inBennekom (RWZIBennekom),TheNetherlands. Thetreatment plant's capacity was
22,000 population equivalent and it was a former oxidation ditch with alterations to achieve
biological phosphorus removal.
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OPERATION OF THE PILOT-PLANT SBR

The pilot-plant SBR was operated for five months, with cycles of four hours. Data were
collected duringthreemonthsof operation. In Reactor 1,eachcycle hadthree periods and in
Reactor 2 each cycle had seven periods (see Figure 3). The periods in Reactor 1were: i)
MIXED FILL; ii) MIXED REACT; and iii) DRAW. The periods in Reactor 2 were: i)
MIXED FILL; ii) MIXED REACT I;iii)AERATED REACT;iv) SETTLE;v) DRAW;and
vi) MIXED REACT II. Figure 3 also schematically shows the timetable for these periods.

Duringthe MIXED FILL period inReactor 1,thereactorreceived 2501 pre-settled domestic
wastewater plus the solution of acetic acid, anoperation that lasted for 22minutes. Then, for
two minutes, 50 1 of settled sludge from Reactor 2 waspumped by Pump 2 into Reactor 1.
InReactor 1,the MIXED REACTperiod lasted for onehour. During a DRAWperiod of 12
minutes, all the 300 1 was pumped by Pump 1 into Reactor 2. During these periods, the
reactor was stirred with the propeller.

The MIXED FILL period in Reactor 2 coincided with the DRAW period in Reactor 1.
Reactor 2received the 3001 contents from Reactor 1 within 12minutes.After MIXEDFILL,
the MIXED REACT I period lasted for 30 minutes. During these periods, Reactor 2 was
stirred with the propeller. The AERATED REACT period lasted for two hours, with the
mixing done by the aeration system. The SETTLE period lasted for 30 minutes and in the
middle of this period, Pump 2pumped 50 1 of thickened sludge from the bottom of Reactor
2 into Reactor 1 (at the end of MIXED FILL in Reactor 1). During the DRAW period in
Reactor 2, 250 1 of effluent was discharged for 12 minutes. After that, MIXED REACT II
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started, in which theremaining 7001 of activated sludge in Reactor 2 wasstirred bythe
propeller for 36minutes.

STEPS
REACTOR 1

REACTOR 2

1, - MIXED FILL

1, - MIXEDFILL

2, - MIXED REACT

22 - MIXED REACTI
32 - AERATED REACT

3 , - DRAW

Figure 3.

42 - SETTLE
52 - DRAW
6, - MIXED REACTII

Timetable fortheSBR cycle (4h).
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The discharge of excess sludge wasdone at arate corresponding to 1/20 of the total volume
per day. Once a day, 50 1 of mixed liquor was discharged during AERATED REACT in
Reactor 2. During this specific cycle, 200 1 of effluent was discharged, instead of the 2501
during the other cycles.

ThepH inReactor 1 wasnot controlled during the cyclesand wasinthe range of 7.1to 8.3.
InReactor 2,the pH waskept around 7.2 by dosingNaOH solution. Duringthe operationof
the pilot-plant SBR, the average biomass concentration in Reactor 1 during the MIXED
REACT period was: i) MLSS = 3.03 ± 0.28 g/1, ii) MLVSS =2.53 ± 0.35 g/1. The average
biomass concentration in Reactor 2 during the AERATED REACT period was: i) MLSS =
5.24 ±0.81g/1,ii)MLVSS=4.04±0.65 g/1.DuringtheAERATED REACTperiod, aerobic
conditions were maintained. The temperature of the activated sludge varied during the five
months of operation between 14° C and 18° C, due to variation in the influent and air
temperature.

Measurement of rwasperformed duringtheAERATED REACT period. Thervalues,based
on the average for the last 15 minutes of the period, were used to compare with the
denitrification rate in the MIXED REACT II period in Reactor 2. At this point, no readily
biodegradablematterwaspresentandnonitrification wastakingplace.Accordingtoequation
6, r is equal to rend. The relationship between denitrification rate (rN03) and rend was used to
determine Fden, according to equation 7. The average r values for the last 15minutes in the
AERATEDREACTperiodfluctuated intherangeof 15to22mg02/l*h.ThecalculatedFdm
was in the range of 0.2 to 0.6.
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PARAMETER CALIBRATION

The parameters used in the models were either default values from the literature, or were
calibrated by model simulation. The calibrations were based on respirogram analysis or
laboratory analyses. Using a simulation programme (see Annex 3) written in SIMNON
(Elmqvist et al, 1990),the results for the differential equations system were compared with
themeasuredrespirogram orthemeasuredSA,Sr04andnitrateconcentration. Parameterswere
calibrated by trial and error until the simulation came close to the measured values. The
parameters used are presented in Table II,indicating which oneswere calibrated and which
ones were default values.

ANALYSES

For monitoring the pilot-plant SBR operation and the experiment with the laboratory-scale
SBR, laboratory analyses were performed, according to APHA (1992). Samples were taken
from the influent and from the mixed liquor in the reactor at different times. Samples from
the mixed liquor were filtrated using filter paper (Whatman glass microfibre 1 um). All
samples were analyzed for COD, nitrogen (SNHand nitrate), phosphate (orthophosphate Automated Ascorbic Acid Reduction Method), suspended solids (MLSS) and volatile
suspended solids (MLVSS). During MIXED REACT in Reactor 1, samples were also
analyzed for acetate as COD (SA). The influent was also analyzed for volatile fatty acids as
COD (CODWA), acetate as COD (SA)and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN).
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Table II. Parameters
Parameter

Default value or calibration process

Fden

Respirogram + nitrate analysis

Reference
Chapter 3 - This thesis

K,

Respirogram analysis

Chapter 3 - This thesis

K2

Respirogram analysis

Chapter 3 - This thesis

"•NH

1.0 mgN/1

Henze et al.(1987)

Ks

20 mg COD/1

Henze et ai. (1987)

m,NH

Respirogram analysis

Chapter 3 - This thesis

r

Respirogram analysis

Chapter 3 - This thesis

r

m,S

YH

Henze etal.(1987)

0.5
0.35 g 02/g P

Smolders et al.(1994)

KA

4 mg COD/1

Gujer et al.(1994)

K,pp

20 mg PP/g PAO

Gujer etal.(1994)

K-MAX

340 mg PP/g PAO

Gujer etal.(1994)

KP

0.01 mg P/l

Gujer et al.(1994)

K-PHA

10mg PHA/g PAO

Gujer et al.(1994)

KpP

10mg PP/g PAO

Gujer etal.(1994)

JO/P

QpHA

104 mg COD/g PAO *h

Gujer etal.(1994)

IPP

52 mgPP/g PAO *h

Gujer etal.(1994)

XpAO

Simulation of equations 8-11
plus SAandSPm analysis

*PHA

*ro4

0.20 mg COD/mg P
Simulation of equations 8-10
plus SA and SP04 analysis

Present study

Gujer et al.(1994)
Present study

To determine the total P contents in the sludge, the Persulfate Digestion Method was used.
Sludge wassampled atthe end ofAERATED REACT inReactor 2.Theresults are given in
% P per gMLSS.
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During the anaerobicperiod (MIXEDREACT),the increase inphosphate inthe liquidphase
intheReactor 1 waslinearwithtime.Thus,themaximumrateofphosphaterelease(rP04)can
be calculated by the increase inphosphate concentration. Theresults are given inmg P/l per
hour.

RESULTS

Figure 4 (A) shows the evolution in time of the total P contents in the activated sludge in
Reactor 2 at the end of the aerobic period (AERATED REACT). The value of the PAOs
concentration (XPA0) in Reactor 1(Figure 4 [B]) was reached by calibrating the model for
phosphorusrelease (equations8-10). InFigure4(C)themeasured rateofPreleaseinReactor
1 (rP04)is also given.

For parameter calibration (XPA0 and YF04), P release model response (equations 8-10) during
the anaerobic period wascompared withtheSA andSP04 measurements. The initial value for
XPP was assumed to be the total P contents inthe sludge. The parameters used are shown in
TableII.Thecalibration yieldedXPA0inReactor 1 intherangeof0.4to0.7 gPAO/1 andYP04
in the range of 0.54 to 0.59 mg P/mg COD. Figure 5 shows the results of one of these
comparisons.
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Figure 4.

Values for: A) measured P contents in the sludge at the end of AERATED
REACT inReactor 2;B)XPA0from modelcalibration (equations8-10);andC)
calculated rate of phosphate release (rP04)during the anaerobic step (MIXED
REACT) in Reactor 1,versus time.
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Figure 7.

Measured respirogram from a cycle together with model response, for
parameter calibration. Example from one SBRcycle.

A qualitative overview of the results showsthat the parameters K„K2,Fde„ and rmNHvaried
over time analogous to that verified in Chapter 3 during long-term parameter evaluation in
a nitrifying/denitrifying SBR.

To evaluate the predictability of the model (equations 1-5, 7 and 8-13), parameters from a
previouscyclewereused.Variablesgivingtheinitial conditionofthe substratewere from the
cycleitself.Particularly forphosphateuptake,twosituationswereconsidered:a)onlytheXPA0
going to the anaerobic period are able to take up phosphate; b) allXPA0(Reactors 1and 2)
are able to take up phosphate. Figure 8shows an example of these predictions.
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Measurements and predictions for acetate, phosphate, ammonia, nitrate and
respiration rate, during a complete SBR cycle. Parameters used in the model
are from the previous cycle. Variables representing the initial condition are
from the cycle in the study. Example from one SBR cycle.
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DISCUSSION

The increase in P removal activity can be associated with the P release rate. Appeldoorn et
al.(1992)showedthatthisisanimportant conditionfor Puptakeandthatitcanbeassociated
with the presence of P-accumulating organisms.The evolution of P contents in the sludge,
together with the rate of P release, shows that even for sludge from a biological P removal
plant, the adopted acetate addition procedure can improve the P removal activity. Figure 4
shows that the values forXPA0originated from the model for P release, and that they follow
the same trend as P contents in the sludge and the rate for P release. It indicates that a
combination of these measurements can help to estimateXPA0.The quantification ofXPAO is
very important for better quantification of the biological P removal process.

Thesimulation ofthe Preleasemodel(equations8-10) showedthatitisagood representation
of the process itself. However, some considerations about XPAO and YP04 are important. In
equation 8,the rate ofPHAstorage isstrongly relatedtoXPA0. Tousethemodel asatool for
process control, therefore, a good estimation or determination ofXPA0is crucial. The range
of 0.4 to 0.7 g PAO/1found in the simulations seems to be reasonable, compared with the
results from similar installations (van Niel, 1993). The values for the stoichiometric factor
YP04 (0.54 to 0.59 g P/g COD) differed from the 0.4 g P/G COD proposed by Gujer etal.
(1994). Smolders et al.(1994) showed the influence of pH on this factor. Using the range
of pH during the experiment (7.1 to 8.3) the results from Smolders et al. (1994) gave YP04
in the range of 0.49 to 0.72, which is closer to the values found in the simulations.
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Calibration ofthe model duringXPP storage (equations 11and12)showed that themodelfit
the measurements well.The sameconsiderations about the influence ofXPAOinthemodel,as
during theXPHA storage step, arenowvalid. TheXPA0range of 0.1 to 0.25gPAO/1outof
simulations differs from thevalues duringXPHA storage. One explanation forthis canbe the
system operation procedure. Because only a part of the total biomass goes through the
anaerobic step,where PHA storage takes place, only this part canlater perform PPstorage.
The determined XPA0 in Reactor 1with 300 1(0.4 to 0.7 g PAO/1), when transferred to
Reactor 2with 10001 became0.12to0.21 gPAO/1,similartotherangefrom the calibration.
This indicates that PAOs are only important to the model if they have been through the
anaerobic step.

The inclusion ofroPintheequation forr (equation 13)shows that themodel forone SBR
cycle, presented inChapter 3,canincorporate thebiological phosphorus removal equations
proposed byGujer etal.(1994), inorder todescribe nutrient removal inanSBR. However,
due tothelowphosphate concentration atthebeginning ofAERATED REACT in Reactor
2, thecontribution ofroPtorinequation 13isnotvery big. When nitrification takesplace,
it can not be measured well due to insufficient sensitivity of the measuring equipment
(Spanjers and Klapwijk, 1990). Therefore, under the present experimental conditions,
respirometry is a limited tool for monitoring biological phosphate removal in anSBR.
However, for high phosphate concentrations, as reported by Smolders et al. (1994),
respirometry cangive relevant information about theprocess.
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CONCLUSIONS

Measurement of P release rate and P contents in the sludge can be an indirect evaluation of
XpAO-

Themodel for PHA storageproposed by Gujer etal.(1994) (equations 8-10), canbeused to
describe the anaerobic step of P release in an SBR treating domestic wastewater. The
influence of pH onthe stoichiometric factor YP04 should be considered. The results from the
model calibration are in accordance with the values proposed by Smolders et al.(1994).

The model for XPPstorage proposed by Gujer et al. (1994) (equation 11) can be used to
describe the aerobic step of P uptake in an SBR treating domestic wastewater.

The incorporation of a fraction roP in the equation to describe r in an SBR (equation 13),
allowsthe useof themodel proposed inchapter 3inan SBRreceiving domestic wastewater,
with carbon oxidation, nitrification, denitrification and biological P removal.

NOMENCLATURE

COD

chemical oxygen demand (mass volume')

CODvfa

volatile fatty acids as COD (massvolume"1)
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ratio between anoxic equivalent respiration rate and aerobic respiration rate
Jo/p

ratio oxygen consumed by P uptake (mass mass')

K,

empirical constant (mass volume"1time"1)

K2

empirical constant (time"1)

KA

saturation coefficient for acetate,SA(massvolume"1)

Klrr

inhibition coefficient forXPP storage (mass mass')

KMAX

maximum ratio ofXPP/XPAO (massmass"1)

K-NH

saturation coefficient for SNH oxidation (massvolume"1)

K

saturation coefficient for S02(mass volume"1)

KP

saturation coefficient for SP04in PP storage (massvolume"1)

K-PHA

saturation coefficient forXPHA (massmass"1)

Kpp

saturation coefficient for poly-phosphate,XPP(massmass"1)

Ks

saturation coefficient for Ssoxidation (massvolume"1)

MLSS

total suspended solids (massvolume"1)

MLVSS

total volatile suspended solids (mass volume')

P

phosphorus

PHA

poly-ß-hydroxyalkanoates

PP

poly-phosphate

IPHA

rate constant for storage of PHA (mass mass"1 time')

qpp

rate constant for storage of PP (mass mass"1 time')

02

respiration rate (mass volume"1time"1)
endogenous respiration rate (mass volume"1time"1)
maximum rate of SNH oxidation or nitrification capacity
(mass volume"1time"1)
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rmS

maximum rate of Ssconsumption (mass volume"1time"1)

rm

rate of Sm oxidation (mass volume"1time"1)

rN03

rate o fnitrate reduction (mass volume" 1 time" 1 )

roNH

respiration rate for SNH oxidation (mass volume" 1 time" 1 )

r0 p

respiration rate for P uptake (mass volume" 1 time" 1 )

roS

respiration rate for Ss oxidation (mass volume" 1 time" 1 )

rPHA

rate of XPHA storage (mass volume" 1 t i m e ' )

rP04

rate of SP04 release (mass volume" 1 time" 1 )

rPP

rate of XPP storage (mass volume" 1 time" 1 )

rs

rate ofSs consumption (mass volume" 1 t i m e ' )

rSA

rate of SA uptake (mass volume" 1 t i m e ' )

SBR

Sequencing Batch Ractor

SA

acetate concentration (mass volume" 1 )

SNH

soluble ammonia nitrogen concentration (mass volume" 1 )

S02

dissolved oxygen concentration (mass volume" 1 )

SP04

soluble ortho phosphate concentration (mass v o l u m e ' )

Ss

readily biodegradable substrate concentration (mass volume" 1 )

t

time ofreaction (time)

TKN

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (mass v o l u m e ' )

XPA0

phosphorus accumulating organisms concentration (mass volume" 1 )

XPHA

cell internal storage product of phosphorus accumulating organisms
concentration (mass volume" 1 )

XPP

poly-phosphate concentration (mass v o l u m e ' )

YH

yield forheterotrophic biomass (mass m a s s ' )
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YP04

PP requirement (SP04 release) for PHA storage (massmass"1)
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The essence of this thesis isthe development and validation of mathematical models for the
activated sludge process in an SBR treating real domestic wastewater. A simple model was
developed tobeused for on-linemonitoring.Themodels,however,haveadequateconceptual
basisfor useastheoretical background for thedevelopment ofcontrol strategies.The starting
pointsfor themodeldevelopment andsimplification were:i)theActivated SludgeModelNo.
1, for carbon oxidation, nitrification and denitrification (Henze et al, 1987); and ii) the
Activated Sludge ModelNo.2,for biological phosphorus removal (Gujer etal, 1994;Henze
et al, 1994).

In every situation, the model construction and its validations were strongly directed by the
main objectives of the whole study, which can be summarized as:
thedevelopmentandvalidationofsimplified mathematicalmodelsforactivated
sludge processes in an SBR treating real domestic wastewater;
the application of these simplified models for analysing the respirometric
response and for obtaining information about the oxygen uptake for the
different processes;
theapplication ofthemonitoredrespirometricvaluesfor modelcalibrationand
determination of parameter values, used to predict the processes in the
following cycle;
the use of models as theoretical background for the development of control
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strategies;
relating the basic time scale for the models to the short term;
for variation of nitrification capacity, relating the basic time scale to the long
term.

The research was performed with a Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR) activated sludge pilot
plant of 1 m3. In the first period, an SBR pilot plant receiving domestic wastewater was
operated to perform carbon oxidation and nitrification. In the second period, the SBR pilot
plant operation included denitrification. In the third period, the system achieved biological
phosphorus removal. During the two and a half years of operation of the SBR pilot plant,
monitored results were compared with the model predictions.

For the nitrifying SBR (first period), two simplified mathematical activated sludge models
were developed. The first model gives the response of the respiration rate in an SBR with
nitrification, theoxidationofreadilybiodegradablematter,andendogenousrespirationduring
one cycle. This model is used to predict the respiration rate during a complete SBR cycle,
achievedbyusingparametervaluescalibrated duringthepreviouscycle,somedefault values,
andinformation abouttheammoniaconcentration intheinfluent. Theendogenous respiration
rate is described with an exponential equation. An on-line monitoring procedure based on
respirometry was used and the measurements were used to calibrate the parameters used in
themodel. Theproposed modelwasinaccordance withthemeasured respiration rates.Itcan
therefore be concluded that the respiration rate has good potential as a variable for on-line
monitoring and control of an SBR with nitrification.
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Thesecondmodel isusedtopredictthechangesinnitrification capacity after achange inthe
loading rateand/orthe sludgewastagerate.Duringlong-termoperation, nitrification capacity
variation was significant and too complex to be predicted. This model can explain the
variation trend, but it cannot explain the abrupt changes.

For the nitrifying/denitrifying SBR (second period) a mathematical model for the behaviour
of respiration rate and nitrate removal in an activated sludge SBR with nitrification,
denitrification and carbon oxidation ispresented. Thismodel isbased on the response ofthe
respirationratemeasuredduringnitrification andcarbonoxidationandthenitrateremovalrate
during the post-denitrification period. For model validation, an SBR pilot plant receiving
domestic wastewater was operated and the results were compared with the model. The
respiration rate wasused to calibrate several parameters ofthe model. The simulation values
were in good agreement with the measured respiration rate and nitrate removal. This model
is able topredict respiration rate and denitrification inonecycle with parameters taken from
thepreviouscycle.Parameterchangesfollowed duringlong-termoperationshowed significant
variation,too complex to bepredicted. Itcan beconcluded that the respiration rate is agood
variable for on-line monitoring of an activated sludge SBR with nitrification/denitrification
processes.

For an SBR with biological phosphorus removal (third period) a mathematical model for an
activated sludge SBR with nitrification, denitrification, carbon oxidation and phosphorus
removal is proposed. This model is based on the response of the respiration rate measured
during nitrification, carbon oxidation and phosphorus removal, together with the behaviour
of phosphate and acetate asproposed by Gujer etal.(1994) for theActivated Sludge Model
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No. 2.

For model validation, an SBR pilot plant receiving settled domestic wastewater plus acetic
acid solution was operated, and the results were compared with the model. The simulation
values for phosphate, acetate, ammonia, nitrate and respiration rate were in good agreement
with the measured ones. However, in activated sludge plants treating domestic wastewater
with biological phosphorus removal, the respiration related to the phosphate uptake process
was low compared with the other oxygen consumption processes, too low to be accurately
measured. It can be concluded from these results that the respiration rate is a good variable
for on-linemonitoring ofanactivated sludgeSBRwith nitrification/denitrification processes,
but its use is limited to the phosphorus removal process.

Within the above framework, as well as that of the studies for each technological phase
(nitrification, denitrification and biological phosphorus removal), the following conclusions
are presented.

The model for the respiration rate (r) during one cycle, including nitrification, oxidation of
readily biodegradable matter and endogenous respiration, gives a good simulation of the
measured respiration rate.

A simulation with this model, using parameters calculated from the previous cycle together
with the variables for ammonia, nitrite and readily biodegradable matter from the influent
wastewater, gives a good prediction ofthetotal oxygen consumption and distribution during
one cycle.
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The endogenous respiration rate in a nitrifying SBR treating domestic wastewater can be
modelled by an empirical exponential equation with a negative exponent.

During long-term operation, parameter variation is significant and too complex to be
predicted. Intheparticular caseofnitrification capacityvariation inanSBRduring long-term
operation, the model can explain the variation trend but cannot explain the abrupt changes.
Regular parameter calibration is necessary.

Themodelfor the rateofnitratereductioncanbeusedtorepresentthedenitrification process
in an SBR treating domestic wastewater, and is able to predict denitrification in one cycle
with parameters taken from the previous cycle.

The model for the respiration rate (r) can be used for the nitrification and carbon oxidation
processes during the aerobic period in a denitrifying SBR treating domestic wastewater.

Measurement of theP releaserate and Pcontentsinthe sludge canbe an indirect evaluation
of the phosphorus accumulating organism concentration.

The model for the internal cell storage products of phosphorus accumulating organisms
proposed by Gujer et al. (1994) can be used to describe the anaerobic step of phosphorus
release in an SBR treating domestic wastewater. The influence of pH on the stoichiometric
factor YP04 should be considered. The results from the model's calibration are in accordance
with the values proposed by Smolders etal.(1994).
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Themodelfor poly-phosphate storageproposed byGujer etal.(1994)canbeusedtodescribe
the aerobic step of phosphorus uptake in an SBRtreating domestic wastewater.

The incorporation of a fraction for therespiration rate for phosphorus uptake inthe equation
to describe the respiration rate (r)in an SBR, allows use of the model in an SBR receiving
domestic wastewater with carbon oxidation, nitrification, denitrification and biological P
removal.

Several important points for discussion arose out of this study which could lead to further
research on the subject. A set of propositions follows.

Denitrification playsanimportant role inthe activated sludgeprocess.Inadditiontonitrogen
removal, it is also important for biological phosphorus removal, and it can be a good
alternativetooxygenfor organicsstabilization. Itcan,therefore, beagooddirectiontopursue
for research.

Readily biodegradable substrate plays an important role inthe denitrification and biological
phosphorus removal processes. Alargepart ofthecarbon removed bypre-sedimentation can
be converted into readily biodegradable substrate. Thisparticular conversion process should
be further researched.

Areliable procedure for the estimation ofphosphate accumulating organism concentration in
the activated sludge is an important step for the biological phosphorus removal modelling.
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Although the respirometer used in the present study (Spanjers, 1993) is a strong tool for
monitoringtheactivated sludgeprocess,theoxygensensorisaweakbutessential component.
For long-term operation, a stronger sensor should be developed.
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ANNEX 1

CONTINUOUSSYSTEM SBRNIT
"MODELFORTHERESPONSEOFRESPIRATION RATESINA SBRTHAT
"RECEIVES PRE-SETTLED DOMESTICWASTEWATER,WITH NITRIFICATION
"ANDCARBONOXIDATION BIOMASSPOPULATION.
TIMEt
STATESSSNHSN02N03 DOrVX
DERdSSdSNHdSN02dN03dDOrdVdX

"CONSTANTS
Qi :1000
SNHi :65
SSi :52

"influentwastewater flow (1/h)
"influentSNH intotheSBR (mgN/1)
"influentSS intotheSBR (mgCOD/1)

Kl :25
K2 :0.13
KNH :0.7
KN02 :1.0
KS :20

"empirical constant (mg02/l*h)
"empirical constant (1/h)
"half-saturationcoefficient forSNH (mgN/1)
"half-saturationcoefficient forSN02 (mgN/1)
"half-saturation coefficient forSS (mgCOD/1)

rmNH :9
rmN02 :8
rmS :240

"maximum rateofSNHoxidation (mgN/l*h)
"maximum rateofSN02oxidation (mgN/l*h)
"maximumrateofSSconsumption (mgCOD/l*h)

Yh :0.5

"yield forheterotrophicbiomass

DOs :8
Kla :11
Vm :1000

"oxygensaturation concentration (mg02/l)
"overallmass-transfercoefficient (1/h)
"maximumvolumeofmixed liquor inSBR (1)

"INITIALVALUES
SS :0
SNH :0
SN02 :0
N03 :37
DOr :5
V :500
X :4

"SSinSBR (mgCOD/1)
"SNHinSBR (mgN/1)
"SN02 inSBR (mgN/1)
"N03concentration inSBR (mgN/1)
"DO intheSBR (mg02/l)
"volumeofmixed liquor intheSBR (1)
"biomassconcentration intheSBR (gMLVSS/1)
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"MODELEQUATIONS
dSS=-rS+A
dSNH=-rNH+B
dSN02=-rN02t+C
dN03=-rN03+D
dDOr=OT-r
OT=Kla*(DOs-DOr)
"OT :netinput intheaeratedperiod
dV=IFV<VmTHENQiELSE0
dX=IFV<VmTHEN-Qi/V*XELSE0

"AUXILIARYVARIABLES
A=IFV<VmTHENQi/V*(SSi-SS) ELSE0
B= IFV<VmTHENQi/V*(SNHi-SNH)ELSE0
C= IFV<VmTHEN-Qi/V*SN02 ELSE0
D=IFV<VmTHEN-Qi/V*N03ELSE0
E=Vm/V

"RATES
rS=IFSS>0THEN (rmS*SS/(KS+SS))*EELSE0
roS= (l-Yh)*rS
rNH= IFSNH>0THEN (rmNH*SNH/(KNH+SNH))*EELSE0
roNH=3.43*rNH
rN02t=-rNH+rN02
rN02=IFSNO2>0THEN (rmN02*SN02/(KN02+SN02))*EELSE0
roN02=1.14*rN02
rN03=-rN02
rend= E*Kl*exp(-K2*t)
r=roS+roNH+roN02+rend

"SPECIFICRESPIRATION RATE
Sr= r/X
END
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CONTINUOUSSYSTEM NITRCAP
"MODELFORSIMULATETHENITRIFICATIONCAPACITYADAPTATIONDURING
"LONG-TERMOPERATION INANACTIVATEDSLUDGESBR,OPERATEDWITH
"DIFFERENTCYCLETIME.

TIMEt
STATErmNH
DERdrraNH

"CONSTANTS
bA :0
mumax :0.1
Qi3 :1500
Qi2 :1000
SNHi :65
SNHe :0
tl :15
theta3 :31
theta2 :76
V :1000

"decaycoefficient forautotrophicbiomass (d-1)
"maximumspecificgrowthrate forautotrophic
"biomass (d-1)
"averageflowduring8hCyc.
(3Xperday)
"averageflowduring12hCyc.
(2Xperday)
"influentSNHintotheSBR
(mgN/1)
"effluentSNHfromtheSBR
(mgN/1)
"startingtime forCycle12
(d)
"sludgeretentiontime8hcycle (d)
"sludgeretentiontime12hcycle (d)
"reactorvolume (1)

"INITIALVALUES
rmNH :120

"nitrification capacity (mgN/1.d)

"MODELEQUATIONS
theta=IFt<tlTHENtheta3ELSEtheta2
Qi=IFt<tlthenQi3ELSEQi2
drmNH=mumax*Qi*(SNHi-SNHe)/V -rmNH/theta -bA*rmNH
rmNHh=rmNh/24
romNH=rmNHh*4.57
"romNH=respiration rate fornitrification (mg02/l*h)
END
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(1/d)
(1/d)

ANNEX 2

CONTINUOUSSYSTEMSBRDEN
"MODELFORTHERESPONSEOFRESPIRATION RATES INASBRTHAT
"RECEIVES PRE-SETTLED DOMESTICWASTEWATER,WITHNITRIFICATION,
"CARBONOXIDATIONANDDENITRIFICATION BIOMASS POPULATION.
TIMEt
STATESSSNHN03 DOrVX
DERdSSdSNHdN03dDOrdVdX

"CONSTANTS
Qi: 1200
SNHi : 55
SSi :45

"influentwastewater flow (1/h)
"influentSNHintotheSBR (mgN/1)
"influentSS intotheSBR (mgCOD/1)

Fden : 0.55
Kl: 21
K2: 0.07
KNH : 1.0
KS: 20

"denitrifier fractionofheterotrophicbiomass
"empirical constant (mg02/l*h)
"empirical constant (1/h)
"half-saturation coefficient forSNH (mgN/1)
"half-saturation coefficient forSS (mgCOD/1)

rmNH : 5.8
rmS : 240

"maximum rateofSNHoxidation (mgN/l*h)
"maximum rateofSSconsumption (mgCOD/l*h)

Yh:

0.5

"yield forheterotrophic biomass

tl:
t2:
Vm:

1
9
1000

"startaeration (h)
"endofaeration (h)
"maximumvolumeofmixed liquor intheSBR (1)

Dl:
Nl:

0
0

"limitingoxygenconcentration (mg02/l)
"limitingN03concentration (mgN03-n/l)

DOs :8
Kla :11

"oxygensaturationconcentration (mg02/l)
"overallmass-transfercoefficient (1/h)

"INITIALVALUES
SS :0
SNH :0
N03 :33
DOr :5
V :500
X :4

"SSintheSBR (mgCOD/1)
"SNH intheSBR (mgN/1)
"N03concentration intheSBR (mgN/1)
"initialDOintheSBR (mg02/l)
"volumeofmixed liquorintheSBR (1)
"biomassconcentration intheSBR (gMLVSS/1)
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"MODELEQUATIONS
dSS=-rS+A
dSNH=-rNH+B
dN03=-rN03+C
dDOr=OT-ra
OT=IFt>tlANDt<t2THENKla*(DOs-DOr)ELSE0
"OT :net input intheaerated period
ra=IFDOr>DlthenrELSE0
"ra :aerobic respiration
dV=IFV<VmTHENQiELSE0
dX= IFV<VmTHEN-Qi/V*XELSE0

"AUXILIARY VARIABLES
A=IFV<VmTHENQi/V*(SSi-SS)ELSE0
B=IFV<VmTHENQi/V*(SNHi-SNH) ELSE0
C =IFV<VmTHEN -Qi/V*N03ELSE0
D=Vm/V
E=IFDOr>DlTHEN 1ELSE IFN03>N1THEN FdenELSE0

"RATES
rS=IFSS>0THEN (rmS*SS/(KS+SS))*E*DELSE0
roS= (l-Yh)*rS
rNH= IFSNH>0ANDDOr>DlTHENrmNH*SNH/(KNH+SNH)*DELSE0
roNH=4.57*rNH
rN03=IFDOr>DlTHEN -rNHELSEraN03
raN03=IFN03>N1THEN (roS+rend)/2.86 ELSE0
rend= Kl*exp(-K2*t)*E*D
r=roS+roNH+rend
"SPECIFICRESPIRATIONRATE
Sr= r/X
END
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CONTINUOUS SYSTEMNITRCAP
"MODELFORSIMULATETHENITRIFICATIONCAPACITYADAPTATIONDURING
"LONG-TERMOPERATION INANACTIVATEDSLUDGESBR.
TIMEt
STATErmNH
DERdrmNH

"CONSTANTS
bA :0
mumax :0.1
Qi

1500

"decaycoefficientforautotrophicbiomass (d-1)
"maximumspecificgrowthrateforautotrophic
"biomass (d-1)
"averageflowduring8hCyc. (3Xperday) (1/d)

SNHe :0
Qs :66.67
V :1000

"effluentSNH fromtheSBR (mgN/1)
"averagesludgedischarge flow (1/d)
"reactorvolume (1)

tl
t2

"limitbetweenperiod 1and2 (d)
"limitbetweenperiod 2and 3 (d)

15
25

A :70
B :50
C :75

"influentSNHintoSBRduringperiod 1 (mgN/1)
"influentSNH intoSBRduringperiod 2 (mgN/1)
"influentSNHintoSBRduringperiod 3 (mgN/1)

"INITIALVALUES
rmNH

120

"nitrification rateatthebeginning (mgN/1.d)

"MODELEQUATIONS
SNHi=IFt<tlTHENAELSEIFt<t2THENBELSEC
drmNH=mumax*Qi*(SNHi-SNHe)/V -Qs*rmNH/V -bA*rmNH
rmNHh=rmNh/24
romNH= rmNHh*4.57
"romNH=respiration ratefornitrification (mg02/l*h)
END
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ANNEX 3

CONTINUOUSSYSTEM PHASTO
"MODELFORTHEVARIATIONOFACETATE,P04,NITROGENANDOXYGENIN
"ASBRTHATRECEIVESPRE-SETTLEDDOMESTICWASTEWATERPLUSACETATE
"ANDTHENNITRIFICATION,CARBONOXIDATION,DENITRIFICATIONAND
"POLY-PBIOMASSPOPULATION.EQUATIONSFROMBERNARDESetal.PLUS
"ACTIVATEDSLUDGEMODELNo2.
TIMEt
STATESSSASNHN03SP04P04rDOrXV
DERdSSdSAdSNHdN03dSP04dP04rdDOrdXdV

"CONSTANTS
DOi: 7
fAS
0.9
Qi: 1500
N03i :15
SP04i :1
Xi: 15
Xppin :30

"DOconcentrationinthereturnedsludge (mg02/1)
"initialratioSA/SS
"returnsludgeflow (1/h)
"N03concentrationinthereturnedsludge (mgN/1)
"P04concentrationinthereturnedsludge (mgP/1)
"inflowbiomassconcentration (gMLVSS/1)
"inititalavailableXpp inthesludge (mgP/gX)

qPHA : 104
rmS: 120
rmNH : 3.2
Kl:
K2:
KA:
kNH:
KS:
Kpp:

"rate forPHAstorage (mgCOD/gPAO*h)
"maximum rateofSsconsumption (mgCOD/gX*h)
"maximum rateofSNHoxidation (mgN/gX*h)

7
0.07
4
1.0
20
0.01

"constantaffecting rend (mg02/gX*h)
"constantaffecting rend (1/h)
"half-saturation coefficient forSA (mgCOD/1)
"half-saturation coefficient forSNH (mgN/1)
"half-saturation coefficient forSS (mgCOD/1)
"half-saturation coefficient forXpp (gPP/gPAO)

Fden : 0.55
fpao : 0.2

"denitrifier fractionofheterotrophic biomass
"fractionofPAO insludge

Yh: 0.5
YP04 : 0.55

"yield forheterotrophicbiomass (gCOD/gCOD)
"P04released forPHAstorage (gP/gCOD)

Dl:
Nl:
Vm:

"limiting oxygenconcentration (mg02/l)
"limitingN03concentration (mgN/1)
"maximumvolumeofmixed liquor inSBR (1)

0.1
0.1
300

"INITIALVALUES
SS :160
SA :145
SNH :50
SP04 :8.5
V :250

"SSinSBR (wastewater+Acetate) (mgCOD/l)
"SA inSBR (wastewater+Acetate) (mgCOD/1)
"SNHinSBR (wastewater) (mgN/1)
"P04concentration inSBR (wastewater) (mgP/1)
"initialvolumeofwastewater inSBR (1)
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"MODELEQUATIONS
dSS= -rS+A -rPHA
dSA= -rPHA+B-rS*fAS
dSNH=-rNH+C
dN03=-rN03+D
dSP04=IFN03>N1ORDOr>DlTHENEELSEYP04 *rPHA+E
dP04r=YP04 *rPHA
dDOr=IFV<VmTHENQi/V*(DOi-DOr)-ra ELSE-ra
ra= IFDOr>DlthenrELSE0
"ra :aerobic respirations
dV=IFV<VltlTHENQiELSE0
dX= IFV<VmTHENQi/V*(Xi-X)ELSE0

"AUXILIARY VARIABLES
A= IFV<VmTHEN-Qi/V*SSELSE0
B= IFV<VmTHEN-Qi/V*SAELSE0
C= IFV<VmTHEN-Qi/V*SNHELSE0
D= IFV<VmTHENQi/V*(N03i-N03)ELSE0
E= IFV<VmTHENQi/V*(SP04i-SP04) ELSE0
F= IFDOr>DlTHEN 1ELSE IFN03>N1THENFdenELSE0
G= IFDOr>DlorN03>N1THEN 1ELSE0
H = (Xpp/(Xpao*1000))/(Kpp+Xpp/(Xpao*1000))
Xpao= IFX>0THEN fpao*XELSE 0.001
Xpp=Xppi-P04r
Xppi=Xppin*X

"RATES
rS= IFSS>0THENX*G*(rmS*SS/(KS+SS))*FELSE0
roS=rS *(1-Yh)
rPHA= IFG<1ANDSA>0THEN (qPHA *SA/(KA+SA))*H*Xpao ELSE0
rNH= IFSNH>0ANDDOr>DlTHENrmNH*SNH/(KNH+SNH)*XELSE0
roNH=4.57*rNH
rN03=IFDOr>DlTHEN-rNHELSEraN03
raN03=IFN03>N1THEN (rS+rend)/ 2.86 ELSE0
rend= X*Kl*exp(-K2*t)*F
r=roNH+roS+rend
END
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CONTINUOUS SYSTEM PPSTO
"MODELFORTHERESPONSEOFRESPIRATIONRATEANDPHOSPHORUSINAN
"ANOXIC/AEROBICSBR (REACTOR2)THATRECEIVESMIXEDLIQUORFROM
"ANANAEROBICSBR (REACTOR 1), WITHNITRIFICATION, CARBON
"OXIDATION,DENITRIFICATION ANDPHOSPHORUSREMOVALBIOMASS
"POPULATION.
TIMEt
STATESSSNHN03SP04DOrVXXpaoXphaXpp
DERdSSdSNHdN03dSP04dDOrdVdXdXpaodXphadXpp
"CONSTANTS
Qi: 1500
SSi
80
SNHi : 45
N03i : 0
SP04i :40
Xi: 2.5
Xphai :90
Xppi : 10

"returnsludge flow (1/h)
"SSinReactor 1 (mgCOD/1)
"SNHinReactor 1 (mgN/1)
"nitrateconcentration inReactor 1 (mgN/1)
"P04concentration inReactor 1 (mgP/1)
"biomassconcentration inReactor 1 (gMLVSS/1)
"PHAconcentration inReactor 1 (mgCOD/1)
"PPconcentration inReactor 1 (mgP/1)

Kl:
K2:
Kipp
Kmax
KNH:
KP:
Kpha
KS:

"empirical constant (mg02/l*h*gMLVSS)
"empirical constant (1/h)
"inhibitioncoef.forXppstorage (mgPP/mgXpao)
"maximum ratioXpp/Xpao (mgPP/mgXpao)
"half-velocityconstant forSNH (mgN/1)
"half-saturation coefficient forSP04 (mgP/1)
"half-saturation coef.forXpha (mgPHA/mgXpao)
"half-saturation coef.forSS (mg02/l)

10.5
0.26
: 0.02
: 0.34
1.0
0.2
: 0.01
20

qPP
52
rmS
120
rmNH : 3.3

"rateconstant forstorageofPP (mgPP/gXpao*h)
"maximum rateofSSconsumption (mgCOD/l*h*gX)
"maximum rateofSNHoxidation (mgN/l*h*gX)

Yh: 0.5
Ypha : 0.20

"yield forheterotrophic biomass
"PHArequirement forPPstorage (mgCOD/mgP)

Fden : 0.55
fOP: 0.35
fpao : 0.2

"denitrifier fractionofheterotrophic biomass
"ratio02usedperSP04uptaked (mg02/mgP)
"fractionofPAO inthebiomass

tl:
t2:

0.7
2.7

"startaeration (h)
"endofaeration (h)

Dl:
Nl:

0
0

"limitingoxygenconcentration (mg02/l)
"limitingN03concentration (mgN/1)

DOs: 8
Kla: 30
Vm: 1000

"oxygensaturationconcentration (mg02/l)
"overallmass-transfer coefficient (1/h)
"maximumvolumeofmixed liquor inReactor 2(1)
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"INITIALVALUES
SS : 0
SNH : 0
N03 : 12
SP04 : 1
DOr : 0
V : 700
X :4 .7
Xpao : 0 01
Xpha : 0
Xpp : 40

"SSinReactor 2 (mg02/l)
"SNH inReactor 2 (mgN/1)
"N03concentration inReactor2 (mgN/1)
"P04concentration inReactor 2 (gmP/1)
"DOinReactor 2 (mg02/l)
"volumeofmixed liquor inReactor 2 (1)
"biomassconcentration inReactor2 (gMLVSS/1)
"PAOconcentration inReactor2 (gMLVSS/1)
"PHAconcentation inReactor 2 (mgCOD/1)
"PPconcentration inReactor 2 (mgP/1)

"MODELEQUATIONS
dSS=-rS+A
dSNH=-rNH+B
dN03=-rN03+C
dSP04=-rPP+D
dDOr=OT-ra
OT= IFt>tlANDt<t2THENKla*(DOs-DOr)ELSE0
"OT :net inputintheaeratedperiod
ra=IFDOr>DlthenrELSE0
"ra :aerobic respiration
dV=IFV<VmTHENQiELSE0
dX= IFV<VmTHENQi/V*(Xi-X)ELSE0
dXpao=IFV<VmTHENQi/V*Xi*fpao ELSE0
dXpha= IFv<VmTHENQi/V*XphaiELSE -Ypha*rPP
dXpp=IFV<VmTHENQi/V*(Xppi-Xpp)ELSErPP
"AUXILIARY VARIABLES
A= IFV<VmTHENQi/V*(SSi-SS) ELSE0
B= IFV<VmTHENQi/V*(SNHi-SNH) ELSE0
C=IFV<VmTHENQi/V*(N03i-N03) ELSE0
D=IFV<VmTHENQi/V*(SP04i-SP04)ELSE0
E= IFDOr>DlTHEN 1ELSEIFN03>N1THENFdenELSE0
F= SP04/(KP+SP04)
G= (Xpha/(Xpao*1000))/(Kpha+Xpha/(Xpao*1000))
H = (Kmax-Xpp/(Xpao*1000))/(Kipp+Kmax-(Xpp/(Xpao*1000)))
"RATES
rS= IFSS>0THEN (rmS*SS/(KS+SS))*E*X ELSE0
roS= (l-Yh)*rS
rNH= IFSNH>0ANDDOr>DlTHEN rmNH*SNH/(KNH+SNH)*X ELSE0
roNH=4.57*rNH
rN03=IFDOr>DlTHEN -rNHELSEraN03
raN03=IFN03>N1THEN (roS+rend)/ 2.86 ELSE0
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rPP=IFDOr>DlTHENgPP*F*G*H*XpaoELSEO
roPup=fOP*rPP
rend= Kl*exp(-K2*t)*E*X
r=roS+roNH+roPup+rend

END
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